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RAIN tonight or Saturday, with generally
cloudy weather; cooler, is the prediction.
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TURKEY usually man- ages to get in the
limelight round about
Thanksgiving and into the oven.
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PROMISES
UNITED STATES WAITS
PROVI3
10NAL PRESIDENT'S AGREEMENT TO TERMS

OTTOMAN NAVY IS NO HATCH

TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS

GERMAN SOLDIERS ARE DRIVE

FOR THE ALLIES' FLEET IN
THE OPINION OF EXPERTS

Struggle in the Mediterranean is Likely to
be Brief and Disastrous for the Porte
The battle array
as a result of me entry of tne Ottoman empire into the international
struggle now stretches in an almost
unbroken diagonal line across Europe
c
and, as Turkey's adherence to the
side of the quarrel can hardly
......
.......
u
i
1...
tiiL' iliiwL new
wiu
London,

Oct. 30.

news is concerned, and
the official communications on the
progress of the fighting in Flanders
are so contradictory that little can be
cleaned from them.
independent

Teu-toni-

Interest in the battles raging in the east and west of
Europe,
where decisive results are still to be attained, tod, v1; was momentar- ily overshadowed by Turkey's entrance into the
peat war through
her inauguration of hostilities against Russia.
London and Washington agree that this' new "development
prol
ably will have slight effect on land operations, but will manifest
itself chiefly by rea ana give the allied fleet in fx
Mediterranean
and adjacent waters gome busy
'
days or weeks, 4
Aside from this the most interesting phase of Turkish
action is
its probable effect on the delicate Balkan situate, and
next, what
r ,cco wan 0.0. snouia Weece enter the great an na of war two ex- patriated American warships, the old Mississippi
'I Idaho,
recently
sold to her, may be heard from.
What effect Turkey's entrance into the w.ir,
w a conflict of
ten nations, will have on the uncounted milUoi)S t
.'.ioslems in Af- rica and Asia is a matter of conjecture.
t
It was made known that in addition
sir,:
iw ... siea.ine.rs t
in the Black sea and bombarding the
city of Iho , 11 thfl Ci'iinemi
Turkish warships had entered the port of Oil,
a Russian.
j
gunboat and damaged a French liner. AHluwj.'.i
i
i
lion of war if. reported 'hp Ruf si n .ill
- nil

THE BELGIANS FLOOD STREAM
Allies' Success is More Nearly Decisive
Than any Other Move of the War

Washington, Oct. 30. The Russian
ii'bassy here today received word
from its foreign office at Petrograd
that Turkey hod taken warlike ac
tion toward Russia. The dlsnate.li did
net give' any details nor' did it state
whether the action was-oland or sea.
Odessa is Bombarded v
,
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rn.1w it,1,irt
'''winy announced thA ;:eci.:pi of a
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AMERICAN
SOLDIERS WILL
MAIN UNTIL CONDITIONS
ARE COMPLIED WITH

RACK ACROSS THE YSER WHEN

f
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VERA

would join the allies against Turkey,
and the Balkan states be drawn into
the general imbroglio with the pros-Pthat Italy might be found fighting Turkey as well.
That the conflict might extpud to
fisypt, Persia or Arabia, with the possibility of a Japanese fleet sunnortjnii
W i,
t
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J
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TALKING

ABOUT

THE

RE-

LAND

THE MEXICAN CONVENTION D1S.
CUSSES POLICY OF THE REPUBLIC IN THE FUTURE
Washington, Oct. 30. Official dispatches today from the Mexican convention at Aguas C'alientes show that
action has not yet been taken on the
resignation of General Carranza, but
that the discussion was still confined
to the 'program of agrarian reforms.
The most important action of the convention since the Zapata delegates v
according to official advie, v
was tfi. technical decision to rMu'
by ihe results, of the convention Tt

Allies' Successes
A dispatch from the
tit;
luui.ur iu
wai,
correspondent
of th- ft nut,, r TfcH ft Inch mfluuliy is en.sulflne the ensf
fcniiwffv- - f
t
"
rn hemisphere, it bus rexrhed iron
- Little news firte.rflnfiTOU'ii tociuy from Die
of the treat
news
Jhu
ocean.
(i,f
'pra.m frim.
Hi
1.
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Greece, Rumania ana Bulgaria are am able to state on the best authority
rifetiaires at Petrograd, Baying Odessa meriy the Idaho and the
.
""'"v
i!"
Mississippi,
wwo
me
and
rrencn
his
wiu mule ngiu.
ouicmi statement, wnile again
chiefs on November 25, 19! I.
bad been bombarded and some proper- v hich must be reckoned
practically certain to the drawn into that the efforts of the allies are be
with, are su and which had been
optimistic in tone, was general in terms and contained nothing to in- the only platthe conflict, which already is engag ing crowned with success.
ty destroyed.
to the TurMsh cruisers in ar
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dicate
decided
won
that
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form
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the
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and
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the
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movement
and
the
of
of
since
consequence
it
side,
Zapata
The
nations,
opening
ing
dispatch from Charge Wilson
and armament.
was inferred
Its inculcation.
that the deadly struggle was yet to run its course.
clusion of Italy and Persia, wltn per the sluices of the Yser canal the
transmitted a message from the AmFrom a military point of view. It is
The enormous sacrifices made by the Germans to fores a, passage
Up to Carranza
erican consul
at Odessa,
haps the Asiatic lands to the east thousands of Germans were caught.
who believed that Russia would have little
of
the
Yser river are said by the French war office tq have been In
who
Carranza'g reported willingness to
escaped: drowning were
said ho would send a fuller report tc- - fear from an attack
ward of the latter country, is today those
by the Turkish
vain.
The German force which nraintained their harcf won place to
l:.ter on the text of American proper- ai my. It is regarded as certain that discuss condition of the evacuation of
regarded In London as scarcely less harassed by the artillery.
the
south
of
now
to
"Some points of extra strategic sit
the Yser are
sa'd
have withdrawn.
What shot
frobable.
ty damaged. He did not say by whom such action doubtless would imme- Vera Cruz, provided the United States
seta a date for withdrawal of General
and
could
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uation
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been
accomplish
occupied by the left
by another
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resumed here that It was Turkish war against Turkey by several of the Funston's forces, caused officials to
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whole
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front
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followed"
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Black
the
Sea,
Balkan states. From a naval view
porta
will be withdrawn only after Carranza
the lot of the British troops to bear the bruut of the battle. Their
French eastern frontier the allies'
Secretary Lansing at once called on point Turkey can not work much mis
gives the required assurance for:. the
presence along the line from Ypres to Dixmnde is revealed in the
The German
the American embassy t Petrorn
by Emperor Nicholas in the form of progress, continues.
chief, experts here say. Her navy has
statement, which says, that violent German attacks in this vicinity
(protection of those who have served
tc report the exact nature of the dam- been increased by the addition
ihsl ructions to his ambassador and his losses are terrific." r
of two General
were beaten back and that the British and French were able to push
Funston, and complies with
age to the American property, (f the Gfrman armored cruisers, the Breslau
consuls to quit Turkey forthwith, and
the conditions which have been the
forward.;
The French Statement
umiuI 24 hours notice of bombardment and the Goeben, but
this will be followed; promptly by simthe Russian subject of
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negotiations.
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The heavy mortality among h'gh officers if emphasized by the
They
subjected to
varlike operations, though not unexhowever, have a large and growing
The policy of Greece, as previously pUBiic,
report that 21 French officers have been promoted to the rank of
serve which they claim is quite cap- a violent cannonade by the Belgian
pected, has caused a sensation in offt- - announced Dy Minister Schiiemann
and
French artillery durine their
generals. Eight cf these are to fill places made vacant In the bat- - jcia) circles here, because of its pro- - here, would cause Greece to enter the
able of attending to the Turkish facUrquldi Is "Canned"
tiefield.
tor without depleting the armies now movement of retreat.
table
effect. Probably war In case any of the Balkans should
Mexico City, Oct. SO. The Mexican
The .Germans endeavored yesterday
Admiral Lord Fisher, according to London advices, is to succeed
in the field.
no one factor in the great European take up arms.
foreign office has issued a warninp
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"The British naval flotilla concome a chance to quit. It is suggested British troops repulsed the attacks of
(he destroyer Falcon killed one officer Turkey had fully prepared her army Turkish government may conceiv-selMexico City, Oct. 30. Foreign Minarso that Servla soon may be compel- the Germans,. Inflicting on them Im- tinues to support the allied left since
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and eight men and wounded one of- and navy for the conflict she would
portant losses.
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sir William Soulsoy, who has just
been appointed for the fortieth time
lord mayor's private secretary, seems
to go on forever. He has a unique
record.
Reappointed each year by

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

30,

1914.
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Manzanares confess to having spent
nothing else. Francis C. Wilson exThe Beach Bonnet, and Others
pended $150, of which $50 went to the
are the very latest word in neckwear. We are shewing a varied line
OH
CROSS
FEVERISH Taos and $100 to the Mora county proof single and double, also ruffling striped with black, See them.
gressive committees. Jolin McTeer
successive chief magistrates, he knows
expended $23, which went to the Luna
more about the quaint and ancient LOOK, MOTHER!
Loa Y)fls'LGadmi)S'toro
IF TONGUE IS county progressive committee. Adolph
.,
csremonial of the city and the com
COATED GIVE "CALIFORNIA
Hill is out nothing thus far except
plicated machinery of London's civic
SYRUP OF FIGS."
votel and travel expenses. Arthur
hospitality than any other man. He
and Jose Inez y Roibal each
Seligman
South SidoPUja
1ms had to superintendent the organi
Istrtbliahod 1861
Mother!
Your child isn't naturally spent $30.
zation of official welcomes to most of cross and peevish. See if tongue is
Europe's heads, the raising of many coated; this is a Bure sign its little
EXPERT TESTIMONY
huge Mansion House funds and all the stomach, liver and bowels need a
i:
v
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 30. For
' -- - a
f
" ir .
yp
df tails Involved in the running of the cleansing at once.
the first lime since the suit of Ar
When listless, pale, feverish, full of thur Staab to break the will of his
high office of his many chiefs.
Tho only European rulers who have ccld, breath bad, throat sore, doesn't brother
Judge Julius Staab was
not paid a visit to the city In Sir Wil- eat, sleep or act
naturally, has stom brought to trial a week ago in the disliam's time are the emperor of Austo
diarrhoea, remember, gentle trict court expert testimony was intria and the young queen of Holland. liver and bowel cleansing should al troduced
today. Judge Neil D. Field,
The kaiser has been twice and more ways be the first treatment given..
for Arthur Staab, called four physi- than one visit was paid by the late
Nothing equals "California Syrup of siuns to the stand.
k:ng of Greece. Three French presi- Figs" for children's ills; give a tea-Drs. Charles A. Frank, J. A. Reidy
dents and two former presidents of the epoonful, and In a few hours all the and L. G. Rice testified this moraine.
both winter and summer, Is shown la
very pretty bonnets which
United States, General Grant and Col foul waste, sour bile and fermenting To ail of them was
put a hypothetical rWO
If you intend to buy Furs this
little' frivolities of headwear two views. It is made of velvet and
onel Roosevelt, have also been guests food which is clogged In the bowels
question.
in which the summer. girl is privileged lace. Ribbon and flowers are used in
of the city, as well as many American pa&ses out of the system, and you
winter, here Is the place and now Is
Dr. Frank, said a man suffering from to indulge herself are shown here. One decorating this highly
picturesque exministers and ambassadors.
have a well and playful child again the symptoms named in the question of them, the beach bonnet, is pat- ample of headwear from Carlier of
the time. Come expecting to find
Reticent as to his own career, Sir All children love this harmless, deli was insane.
terned after the sun bonnet of long Paris. A bonnet of this bind is made
William can sometimes, though rarely, cious "fruit laxative," and it never
Drs. Reidy. and Rice said the symp ago. But it is made of less substan- over a light wire frame. It is not an.
something special InFurs, as this is
tial materials and suggests a short easy matter to accomplish it unless-onbe Induced to talk about his experien- fails to effect a good "Inside"' cleans- toms indicated
insanity, but that a life and-- merry one for its
exunderstands something of the art
ces of men and affairs. For Instance, ing. Directions for babies, children person so affected
thelargest stock ever brought to this
have
perfectmight
The beach bonnet is also of the professional milliner. In fact,
perience.
he narrates an amusing incident which of all ages and grown-up- s
'
are
plainly ly .lucid
intervals of from three called a garden bonnet, and is, in fact, to make so unusual a
city. Fur Sets, Fur Coats, Separate
piece of head-weoccurred when In 1871 he was one of on the hottle.
months to two years.
a sun bonnet to be put on for the
much
of skill.
exercise
requires
the secretary of the Mansion House
Muffs and Scarfs, all go at
Keep it handy In your home. A lit
They said they could not swear that practical purpose of shading the eyes The example shown in the model is
fund for the relief of sufferers in the tle given today saves a sick child to it was usual
for hypochondriacs to and face whenever the girl on an out- fascinating and full of distinction. Ii
Ftanco-Prussia- n
war. One afternoon, morrow, but get the genuine.
will prove a valuable aBset to the
Ask commit suicide. Their testimonv was ing may need it.
he says, a well dressed man called fit 5 our druggist for a
1-These beach bonnets are made of smart woman who has occasion to vary
bottle of to the general effect that hypochon
co
3
tho mansion and aske for an interview "California Syrup of Figs," then look driacs, do
thin wash fabrics, such as dimity, fig- her millinery.
not, as a general thing, com ured
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
with the lord mayor. He presented an and see that it Is made
lawns, organdies, cotton crepes,
"Calimit suicide.
by the
or
of the
fabrics.
any
elaborately engraved card bearing the fornia Fig Syrup Company." Adv.
Dr. H. B. Kauffman was called to
They are trimmed with val laces. The
Wraps for Evening.
r.ame, 1
Marquis do Morancy, Malre
the stand when court reconvened this bonnet in the picture is made of a
Old shawls make capital evening
de
Ciiatenudum. Speaking English
MINERS LOSE LAMPS
Notice These
afternoon.
lavender lawn. The brim is stiffened cloaks edged with lace and lined with
he described In vivid terms the
$32.50 ELECTRIC SEAL AND GFRMAN FITCH SET.
London, Oct. 30. The miner's safe
with an interlining of crinoline having a color. Persian and oriental shawl
.$21.67
L
hcirors of war in his own town and ly Iamp3 glass, on which depends the
32.50 ELECTRIC SEAL AND RUSSIAN FITCH SET
sewed about the are best adapted to the purpose. Mexa fine thread-wir- e
Would You Betleve It?
21.67
was so overcome by the pltifulness of safety and livelihood of
It is trimmed with a band of ican shawls can be turned to the best
20'00
30.00 RED FOX SET
edge.
mil
a
nearly
'
People often accept statements with
lawn edged with val lace, which account in the toilet, but old scarfs,
h's story that he wept as he told it. lion British miners, is
22.50 RED FOX SET
00
exclusively a a sort of mental reservation as much the
extends around the crown and forms are invaluable for negligees mixed
So
touched
was
lord
the
German
25.00 POINTED
that
mayor
FOX SET
and
as
to
manu
am
"I
product,
not
say,
English
16.67
convinced," which two rosettes at the front. The crown with tulle and flowers, and
he handed his visitor $2,500 for the re facturers are una,ble to
they drape
22.50 KIT FOX CONEY SET
produce a glass leads us to remark that there Is no Is simply a puff of lawn. ......
evening dresses to great perfection.
so
will
that
lief of the distressed people of
thing
which
will
21.50 BROWN ISABELLA CONEY SET
thoroughly
stand
satisfy
the
test
of
exacting
14.33
These little bonnets made as de- Scarfs will make panel backs to skirts,
you or tne excellence of Chamber
and Invited the marquis to a the home office.
19.50 CIVIT CONEY SET...
1100
scribed
lain's
may be successfully laundered held together with any material that
as
a
Cough
Remedy
personal
Mansion House banquet to he held
This fact, startling to mine owners trial. Mrs. John Fishton. Peru. Ind.. if they are taken apart and the work best assimilates with them.
27.50 NATURAL VICUNA SET
1&33
Lthe same evening, an Invitation th
ami men, has come to light at a time who used this remedy In her family very carefully done. In this case the
19"00
28.50 TIGER CONEY SET
marquis gratefully accepted. At tha when the newspapers and societies tor tne past ten years, says of it "I brims are to be a little stiffened with
19.00 JAP MINK SET
.Spice Sachet.
12.67
A satisfactory sachet for scenting
dinner the marquis, probably aided by for capturing German trade are as always give Chamberlain's Cough Rem- starch. But laundering is really not
.15.00 JAP MINK SET........
10.00
edy to my children when sick with counted in when they are constructed. powder or putting into little
the hospitable flow of wine, suddenly sertainlng that only
bags
13.50 MARMOT SET
cheap and trashy coughs or colds. I like It better than
,
9.00
They cost next to nothing and the among your clothes or household linen
rr.se
and in an eloquent and moving glassware and pottery comes from Gt-r- any other because
1o!uO
.15.00 CONEY SET (Black or White)
willIt
they take
same lace will serve on a new bonnet. is made for the mosst part of ordinary
speech thanked the lord mayor for hla many.
12.50 CONEY SET (Black or White)
ingly and it Is free from narcotics. It
8.33
in flowered lawns spices from the pantry sholf. It calls
has
never
failed to give Immediate They are very pretty
generosity and tarichingly retold tho
The home office test of these lamp
8.50 CONEY SET (Black or White)
and in the quaint figured cotton crepes. for equal quantities of ground mace,
,
567
relief."
For
sale
bv
Adv.
all
dealers.
of
the
of
story
the people of glasses Is severe. A pound weight of
sufferings
The brims must not be too stifl, to1" nutmeg, cloves, cinnamon and caraChateaudun. The speech was repsrc lead is dropped from the
they are supposed to be "floppy" about way seed. All these spices should be
height of four
A LIGHT DOCKET
ed at length In the morning papers feet on each
the face.
freshly ground, so that they will be
glass submitted. If two
Roswell, Oct. 30. Next Monday the
A much more ambitious bonnet, de- full of spicy odor.
Mid the lord mayor then found that out of a dozen crack or
While these Cloves were bought to sell at $1.50, we cannot recomWeigh the comchip, thy othfall term of district court for Chaves signed for garden parties or other fes- bined ingredients and add the same
he had. given the $2,500 to one of tlie ers are rejected. After
mend them as a; $1.50 value. Popular
in
undergoing
styles,
black, tan and
cleverest swindlers In Europe.
, ,
white.
this test, the glass Is submitted tg a county will start, court to open at 9 tivities, and one which will do service amount of orria root, ground.
m. The criminal docket is rather
heat trial. It Is brought to a temperto start off with, but of course
ight
Saturday 75c pair
ature of 212 degrees Fahrenheit and
. FOLEY CATHARTIC
TABLETS
Graceful Gown in Gray Broadcloth
Is always probable that the grand
it
into
cold
water.'
dropped
There are. many times when one
Not only miners' glasses, but gauge jury investigations might swell the
$1.25 Grindles 98c
39c House Slippers 24c
man questions another's actions and
and test tubes for chemists docket considerably before they get
motives. Men act differently under gUsses
A big variety for you to choose
So far, 44 criminal cases are
Made of heavy Turkish hath
have come from Gea i
n the past. through.
different circumstances. The ques- from.
Roman stripes, black
-but in four of these the descheduled,
-I,
i
cloth, in two styles,
uuu-i- p,
wuum yoi-nYwr this class o,,,t3d.!3able fendants have
rlgbt HOW to j.produce
ju
basques, black basques with
not
6UCIi,
if you had a severs cold? Could yon
house slipper s'yle amA the ath
others are cases which were
Roman striped edes, etc. S- do uetrer than to take Chamberlain's cording to statements of manufactur Many
tapper style. Saturday, pr21c
ers. At least,, the trade will not do ield over, and some new trials.
Cough Remedy? It Is highly recom
There are 172 civil cases docketed.
hunt
up In a short time. New equip-men- t
mended by people who have used it
is required and men must be Many have hung over for several
for years and know its value. Mrs
terms, or appeals from justice courts.
trained for the new work.
K
O. E. Sargent, Peru, Ind.,
r
...
says, "ChamThree pieces of this regular 25cCurtain
Much
of
Germany's
follows-OnMaterial, as
berlain's Cough Remedy is worth its
glassware and
IMPORTANT OPINIONS
piece of ecru voile, satin border, 3G inches
ideweight in gold and I take pleasure in Pottery, such as Is supplied to the
one
more primtive corners of the world is
Piece of ecru voile, barred, 40 inches wide; and one
Santa
Fe, Oct. 30. Attorney Genpiece of
recommending it." For sale by all
pure white voile, 36 inches wide. Saturday,
eral
Frank
W. Clancy today handed
uaue
v,ulu
exmmuon
dealers.
Adv
suovs,
ne
yard
.
.-..
cheap and gaudy. But this trade Is down two interesting and important,
In one he declares that
extensive and profitable opinions.
75c WoolChallies52cyd
and one hitherto neglected by all coun- judges of election have the right to
S2,50Messaline Petticoats
A REMARKABLE
FEAT
A nice assortment of
tries except. Germany.
reject the vote of an intending votor
$1,39
dainty
Santa Fe, Oct. 30. Marcos Jara
who lacks the qualifications of either
patterns in nearly all wanted
Good quality Messaline
riillo, aged 85 years, has arrived ir Stop Those
Pettishades. Very desirable for Fall
or residence, but the name of tlic
age
Early Bronchial Coughs
coats, aceordeon pleated flounce
the San Fernando vallev rlifnrnii
and Winter dresses
When your rood does not disreat person whose vote is rejected must
Satur
for new suits; all wanted
afrer traveling afoot from Santa Fs well and
street
day, yard
52C
you feel "blue," tired and b! entered on the poll book with the
shades. Saturday
wnere ne spent most of his life. He
$j S9
Tne other opinion
discouraged,
you should use a i!iti word "rejected."
carried a CO pound pack and gave the HERBINB
rules that the notice of election mupt
at
bedtime.
It
ofens the be
Californians a. remarkable demonstra( f )
$ym
bowels, purifies the system and
published In two leading newspa
tion of New Mexico longevity and enof
the county, the designation rf
pers
sttres a fine
durance, such as is often found in high ergy. Price feeling of health and en- - the two
50c.
leading papers being within
f
Regular Price $3.25 and $3.50
Sold
by
Centra)
altitudes of arid countries.
tne discretion of the county commisIrug Co. Adv.
Styles for coziness, warmth and wanted
ITaramillo
was
at
one
time well to
colors.
sioners. The first opinion is addres
Save about 25
per cent! Special for Saturday in
do. but expects to
plain and belt ed styles, new
spend the remainsed to William O. Kennedv of Sebocollars.
These aweuiers aretho
der of his days-wit- h
- f.Jm..
his sister and
!
eta, the other to J. E. Henderson rf
u.i,ii,
SEC ROMERO DIDN'T
aradlty" knit.
rt guarantee for tlieir
.....v., JB
other relatives in California
quality,
Th
1
tlie Portales Valley News.
Saturday
, $2.68
i
heavy pack he carried contained his
a
blankets and clothes, while a baud
SPENDJNE CENT INDIGESTION
hag served as a provision knapsack.
ENDED,
He
wore
a straw sombrero which the
"soring to demonstrate
sun had yellowed.
INEV
On his trip he HIS NOMINATION AND CAMPAIGN
board would land. That
the building would 'halt at
FOR LEGISLATURE HAS NOT
STOMACH FEELS FINE
WM con,P'etod for
inviting spots along the
less than $15,000 is
BEEN COSTLY
or.s of tho. t
.
jread or in the open country, build a
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"nd
fco commission
hlmSef tortil,a9
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Position
today with
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grounds, the New m! v n v
me
i
cflpaii v hum rM rnon a hnwin.
secretary of state, this being the
building is "class," becau se of
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last
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A RETURN
date
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back in a shart
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he
for
the coming fall season. curve. A short
;ne6s.
spent nothine tion, heartburn, dyspepsia; when the signs
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to be elected to the
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legislature outside food you eat ferments into
Roosevelt County Done
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of
be
railroad
fares
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governed
and
by
the
things military
The descriptive
hotel bills. Be- stubborn
waist lini to more than half the
STRUCTURE
pamphlet for Roose-vr.llumps; your head aches and matter of clothes. We may therefore
AT SAN DIEGO WAS
nignp C. Hernandez, outside of bis you feel sick
length ot the plai;ings below. The
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county, prepared by W. E
IIEADACHEOOII
and
CONSTRUCTED
UNDER ESmiserable, that's expect shorter shoulder llaes, straight body of the jacket is cut with the
Lhd
contribution of $500 to the republican
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-when you realize the magic in Pape's skirts, waistcoat effects, buttons and shoulder in ore
.UIJ nmsiraiea and well
TIMATED COST
state
piece, and the
committee,
spent
John
is just from press. It will
ihapepsin. It makes all stomach mis-ei- braids in decorations. The poise of
be
NEURALGIA AT, ONCE V. Hewett contributed $50nothing.
straight sleeve Is set in with
to the dsm- the
will
figure
vanish in five minutes.
change, and the proDef a little fullness fit the top. The Jacket
h.wta Fe, Oct. 30.-- The
ocrtlc central committee. R. G. Bry- voucher to 'hook which is being issue,! h c..v.,';
If your stomach is In a continuous thing In carriage wilt also be mili- Is finished with A rolling collar of th
- m or
to for the last balance due on
Portales expended $58.75 for revolt if
tary. That is, this will all happen If velvet held in p'ace by small wires.
the cHy Director A. E.
you can't get It regulated, the
Koehler, Jp Or, Don't Suffer! Get a
tJendid New Mexico building at tho the last
Package
his platform, hand bills, au- purveyors of fashion are right in It Is provided Vith buttonholes and
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page
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for
Dr.
of
please,
James' Headache
your sake, try Pape's Dia- - their predictions.
map of the county
an Diego exposition was
.i uiiutuiit-ncana cards. Henry A.
mailed to-- drafted by Waldo
large buttons matching those ussd to
Powders
But the transition from our looselv decorate the front
Twitchell, showin-eve- ry
to the contractor
Kiker of Colfax county eot off with pspsin. It's so needless to have a
of the skirt. By
by Colonel Ralph
bad
stomach make your next meal a hanging,
every rail
of to- way of a finishing touch a little pocket
garments
$JC.20 for' stamps
Twitchell, chairman of the New stream postoffice,
Anand, traveling.
and boundaries.
You can clear your htad and relieve
favorite food meal, then take a little day will not be too sudden. The gown at each side is simulated.
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RIOBLE TAKES

A Got to Go Essp

to

Cera I!

PLACE HIGHER

Liniments Help Locally, But
the Disease is Way Down
Inside.

UP
SUCCEEDS
J. D. M. HAMILTON,
FE
GENERAL
SANTA
CLAIMS AGEN

Topeka, Kas., Oct. 30. Announcement is received in Topeka from Chicago today that H. C. Pribble, freight
claim auditor of the. Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe Railway company, headquarters in thia city, is appointed gen
eral freight claim agent, to succeed
the late J. D. M. Hamilton, effective
November 1. The appointment was
made by "Gardner Lathrop, general
solicitor of Chicago. Mr. Fribble's
headquarters will remain in Topeka.
It is announced also that P.. A. Lehman of Chicago, assistant to Vice
President W. B. Storey, alnd Edward
Raymond of Newton, Kas., general
superintendent of the western district
of the Santa Fe's eastern lines, will
exchange temporarily, effective November 1. This announcement if
made fromthe office of General Manager Kouns in Topeka.
When shown ai copy of the telegram
announcing his appointment, Mr.
Pribble admitted that it did not come
as a surprise. He fiaa known it ever
since the day following the A. Ai,
Robinson dinner, but did not feel at
liberty to tell. He is making preparation for the change, which will take
place Monday. He will have the quarters fn the old office building occupied

the late

by

J

work, fitting himself all the time for

promotion, which came regularly.
In October, 1905, Mr. Pribble was
made chief clerk in the agents' account section. In May, 1907, he was
appointed chief clerk of the freight
claim office. In February, 1908, he
was promoted to be assistant chief
clerk of the freight auditing depart-- ,
went, and in January the following'

i

'I,

.

some simple home bclps you will soon
dethrone
the worst and most painful
forms of rheumatism.
Write the medical department, The Swift Specific Co.,
03 Swift liidg., Atlanta, Ga., for additional advice.
Yours may be a case
where a slight help from a specialist
whose advice Is free, will solve the mystery that has been making life miserable
for you. When you ask for 8. S. S. Insist upon It and refuse all substitutes.

Mr. Hamilton.

The office of freight claim auditor
Is to be abolished, and all the duties
of that position will be consolidated
with those of the general claim agent,
except that of handling overcharge
items. That feature of the work will
be taken care of in the office of
Freight Auditor W- - W. Strickland.
The opinion prevails in the general
office building that Mr. Pribble will
be the right man in the right place.
He has made d brilliant success of his
work as freight claim auditor, not only
giving the highest satisfaction to the
company, but also disposing of claims
in a manner which retains for the
company the good will of patrons. He
has those peculiar qualities of mind
and heart which enable him to adjust
differences with patrons on a basis
that is recognized as Just and fair to
all concerned.
Mr. Pribble's duties as freight claim
auditor had to do largely with claims
growing out of loss of and damage to
freight shipments. His new duties will
embrace all such claims, and also
claims on account of personal injuries,
fire, accidents on the company's right
of way, and the like.
Mr. Pribble may be regarded as a
pioneer in the field of Santa Fe wort?-hts- ,
having entered the employ of the
company as a boy at the age of 17, on
February 4, 1892, in the weight auditor's office. He served in various offices of the freight auditor's depart- -

if

pet at the source of rheumatic
it requires the deep, searching Innt 8. S. 8., the famous blood purUhetimatlsm is primarily a blood
that, since It Is in this vital fluid
that rheumatic tendencies
are carried.
lodges In the Joints and muscles, there to
irritate the nerves and produce pain.
And in order to drive out these pain In- uic.uuK
.
8. S. to
poisons it requires
sink deep Into the tiny glands imbedded
In the innermost tissues.
S. S. S. travels
wherever the blood goes and never loses
us medicinal influence.
This explains
why It overcomes the most chronic forms
of rheumatism, why it dislodges those hard
deposits that thicken the Joints, for It crs
as a solvent and assists the blood to provide in the tissues those natural elements
for which the bodybuilding process continually craves and must have.
If you have never used 8. S. 8. for
rheumatism, get a bottle today of any
Use it as directed and with
druggist.
To
pnlna
fluence
ifier.
disease

year, was assigned to the chief clerk
ship of the entire office.
The day before Christmas, 1909, Mr.
Pribble was chosen to be freight claim
auditor, a new position, in which capacity he has served the Santa Fe up
to the present time.
Mr'. Pribble has not made any announcement regarding the selection of
his official family. "That is a detail
which I have not yet ana time to figure out," he said.
In speaking of the announcement
that F. At Lehman of Chicago, assistant to Vice President W, B. Storey,
and Edward Raymond of Newton, general superintendent of the western district, will temporarly exchange positions, General Manager Kouns said:
"Mr. Lehman and Mr. Raymond are
regarded as growing railroad men,
and the exchange is for the purpose
of giving the former experience which
comes from constant contact with the
pra'ctical side of operation, and of enabling the latter to acquire the experience gained from contact with executive management."
Mr. Lehman entered the service of
the Santa Fe as a telegraph operator
August 17, 1888, and has- served consecutively in the following places:
Clerk in the general road master's
clerk in the trainmaster's office, clerk in the superintendent's office, dispatcher, clerk in the vice
president's office, chief clerk to the
of
vice
president, superintendent
to
the
and
assistant
transportation
vice president.
Mr. Raymond did his first railroad
work driving a team of mules on the
El Dorado branch, while that line was
in course of construction in 1878.
He waa made a gection foreman in
1S80, and since then has held consecutively the positions of roadmaster,
general roadmaster, train master, assistant superintendent and general superintendent, appointed to the last
named position in 1910.
The Santa Fe has the best effort of
its officers and employes through the
policy of giving them opportunity to

'Lj.

Dozens of

far
v

delightful uses
1

Not only has Log Cabin
Syrup no equal for waffles,
pancakes or French toast,
but it's wonderful for
candy, puddings and cakes.

TOWLE'S
t

"CANE AND

MAPLE SWIUP

:

v"

Maket Home. "Sweet" Home. Indeed

1

is unrivaled for flavor,
and of. absolute purity.
n
Acnmp sweet
1
for the children.
1

Sold in full measure cans. Order
of your grocer today.
The Towle Maple Products Company
Snl
hf nrlnuarters !
Peoples Gat Building, Chicago
ReTtiwrim SL Paul Minn.1 St. Johniburr, Vt,

L

Log Cabin Fudge
Two cuds eranulated sugar.
cup of Log Cabin Syrup, cup
of milk, two tablespoons butter. Stir in enameled saucepan over brisk fire until it
makes a soft ball when dropped into cold water. Then
beat until it begins to granulate. Pour in buttered pan
and when partly cool cut in
,
squares.

develop their powers to the utmost,
and that perhaps accounts for the
(fact that more men go from the bottom to the top on the Santa Fe than
on any other railway in the country.

THIRSTY
Christiana, Oc'ober 30. The Nor
wegian press is making an almost unanimous appeal to tha Government to
the prohibition
ordinance
which wss passed in the first excitement of the war to stop the oalo of
strong alcoholic beverages. Nominally fifty per cent of the Norweigan
people is represented In the membership of "Teetotal Sociaties," and next
to Finland, Norway ordinarily has the
smallest per capita consumption of alcohol in the world. It is the working
classes who are most largelly repre
sented in the ''tectotc.l" membership.
The appeal for rescinding the prohibition act is bateed primarily on assertions that after more than two
months of protibition, prohibition has
not worked. Persons who could- - af
ford it have indulged extensively in
tho Importations of strong liquors
from Denmark and Scotland, Individuals have combined to form "private
stock companies" and have brought
in thousands of gallons every week,
each person taking a keg or two for
private use. Among the poorer classes
complaint Is made that the prohibition law has created worse conditions,
of such
prompting the concoction
weird drinks as "self murder" the
name gtven to denatured alcohol flavored with oil of peppermint aid the
sweet
cheapest kinds of
wines, made from chemical products,
which never saw grapes.
NORWAY

IS

d

Deafness Cannot

Be

Cured

by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that 1$ by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucus lining of the Eustachian Tubeu When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is

the result, and unless the inflamma
tion can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Ca
tarrh, which is nothing but an
condition of the mucous sur
faces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
lar free.

F.JJHENEV.ft

CO... Tolortn
Druggists, 75c.

O

Sold by
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti

pation.
A MAD

30,

1914.

Step Those Early Bronchia! Coughs
They hang on all winter If not
15 OF YUGATA
checked, and pave the way for serious
throat and lung diseases. Get a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar ComChichen Itza, Home of Forgot- pound, and take it freely. Stops
coughs and colds, heals raw Inflamed
ten Race, Described.
throat, loosens the phlegm and Is
v
laxative. Best, for children
mildly
Former U. S. Consul Says Within and grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
These Mysterious American Ruins
Adv.
Are Books With Pages of

FOR FACE

MDMNDS

You will like their positive action.
They have a tonic effect on the bowels, and give a wholesome, thorough

cleaning to the entire bowel tract
Stir the liver to healthy activity and
keep stomach sweet Constipation,
headache, dull, tired feeling never affect those who use Foley Cathartic
Tablets. Only 25c O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Ad 7.

lit
CUTICURA
SOAP
And Cuticura Ointment are
world favorites because so
effective in
the

restoring

natural purity and beauty
of the skin, scalp, hair and
hands when marred by unsightly conditions.
Samples Free by Mail

Outlciira Soap and Ointment sold throughout, the
world. Literal si.mpln ot each mailed free, with 32-- p
book. Address "Cuticura," Dept. 131, Boston.

"Rearranging, as rs permissible, the
parties according to Interest, all of
the defendants except Caltron and
Julius G. Day become, as to questions
of jurisdiction, plaintiffs. The defendant Catron is alleged to be a citizen
of New Mexico, and defendant Day to
be a citizen of Connecticut. None of
the plaintiffs, including those transferred as above by rearrangement, are
citizens either of New Mexico or of
Connecticut, bo that the requisite diversity of citizenship exists between
plaintiffs and defendants. The fact
that Day is sued in ai district other
than that of his residence, or of plr.int-lff'- s
residence, is a matter of which
Catron cannot take advantage, but,
assuming this to be a personal action,
In a matter of privilege which Day
may waiva If, however, the action
be local, then clearly, under judicial
code, section 57, Day may bo sued in
New Mexico upon a claim to land lo
cated here notwithstanding the fact
that he lives in Connecticut The suit
as oeing or
as to Day
thu.
character, andlO the end
that Day may be brought into court
an order for notice against him will
ho made as provided by section ui of
the code."
fci

1

Washington, D. C Edward H
Thompson, former United States consul at Merlda, Yucatan, in a communication to the National Geographic
society at Washington, D. C, describing Chichen Itza, the home of a for
gotten race, on the peninsula ot Yucatan, declares that the American peo
ple should awaken to the fact that
they have right at home architecture
essentially American and ruined structures every whit as interesting and
massive and possibly as old as those
of other lands, who boast that Americans must come to them. "Within
these mysterious American ruins are
great books, with pages of stone, written In characters that no man may yet
read," he declares. "Are the mysteries they hold, the wonderful facts
that certainly He sealed and mute
within them, hidden from us, less interesting to Americans than are the
tales of Egyptian dynastleB, the rites
of Druids, Roman campings, or Saxon
raidings? I think not."
Mr. Thompson describes what was
probably the first tennis or basketball court on this hemisphere and possibly In the world. "The ruined group
of Chichen Itza covers a space of fully
three square miles," he says. "Over
all this wide territory are scattered
carved and squared stones, In countless thousands, fallen by the hundreds, while the formless remains and
outlined walls of huge structures fall-en Into ruin are seen on every side.
Seven massive structures of carved
stone and adamantine mortar stiU
tower erect, and almost inhabitable.
"Several hundred feet to the west
of the castle temple rest two great
parallel moles of Bolid masonry, each
275 feet long, 34 feet wide and 25 feet
high. Between these moles Is the
ceremonial court. This level cemented space was probably the theater for the performance of certain
rites and games of a ceremonial character. This belief Is borne oat by the
fact that at a distance of six feet from
-

THE SUIT DENIED
JUDGE POPE RULES AGAINST
FENDANT. IN MOUN
CASE

DE-

Santa Fe, Oct. 30. United States
District Judge William Hi Pope today
handed down an opinion In the case
of Don A. MounDay complainant vs
T. B. Catron, Julius G Day, etc al.,
defendants, denying the motion to dismiss made by Senator Catron to
which ruling the defendant excepted,
and Juliusj G. Day is ordered to plead,
answer or demur on or before March
1, 1915.

This suit has aroused a good deal
of interest owing to the prominence
of one of the defendants, and because
of the arrest of MounDay last year
under charges of fraud and the fraud
ulent use ot the mails. MounDay now
alleges that Catron, failed to live up to
the contract of the sale ot a New
Mexico land grant
In his opinion Judge Pope says:
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Denver, Oct 30. Joshua Crane of
Boston, a prominent polo player and
yachtsman, will take as his bride here
tomorrow Miss Kathenne Symmes,
the leader of Denver's fashionable set
The ceremony is set for 3:30 at the
home of the bride's mother on Logan

striet
NO FLOWERS FOR THEM
Faris, Oat. iO. German and French
w!h- die in hospitals heri are

idlers

: led with,
military honors. Their
graves are marked la precisely (he
same manner in the c meteriet. of
French soldiers
Pt.iitin and Bagneux.
am buried m one section and Ger uqns
The graves are simple.
l another.
At the head of each Is a black wooden
casa with (he soldier's name,
f
and 'ate of death. - Graves
French oolciers sre covered 'villi
flowers.
iuf thrm at the en- tr:;ice and '.liro v i hn u.yin the gra, es
of the Prej. h so!dn?s. Not a flo ?cr
Is to be se-- i upon thise rf the
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Specimen of Ruins That Are Spread
All Over Yucatan.

the level upper surface of the mole
two great rings of stone were fixed
into the perpendicular wall surface, dl
rectly opposite each other."
Mr. Thompson declares estimates as
to the age of the city vary from les'-than 2,000 years to more than 11.50C
years. An idea of the intricacies oi
the language of the people of the city
is given by the following quotation
from a document found there: "Lai u
tzolan katun lukcl tt cab tl yotoc
Nonoual," which la translated t
mean, "This Is a series of epochs thii.
nlapsed from the time of their departure from the house of NonouEl
In the land of Tulapan."
The writer tells a legend concernin
the Impetuous ruler of Chlche.i
Canek,
Praises This Remedy
Itza, who loved the daughter of tho
of a distant province. One day
for
Trestle ruler
a runner brought him the news thai,
to
led
believe
are
that
Many people
the Eatab of a neighboring and far
Lung Trouble Is a disease which cannot
This is wrong, as many more
be conquered.
powerful province had married
A
have fully recovered their health.
change of climate hag helped some, but the maiden. Canek and his warrior3
many more have been restored to health
went to his enemy's city under cover
by breathing the freshest air, eating
of darkness, while all was revelry
wholesome food, being temperute
In their habits and adding the tonic qualthere in celebration of the weddinj.
ities of Eckman'8 Alterative, a medicine
After venting their fury on the drunkfor Throat and Long Troubles. Investigate this case:
en celebrants they stole the bride of
Bowling Green, Ky., It. No. 4.
The spring of 1908 I had an hour
and disappeared. Never
"Gentlemen:
I tried
severe coupih for six months.
its Lord
the medicine that my doctors recom- again did Chichen Itza know
mended to me, but no results came for Canek nor any of his band of fighters.
the better. I had night sweats, and wouldI Years afterward, a hunting baud from
cough, and spit until I got so weak
could hardly do anything. But at last,
Chichen Itza made a long journey to
James Deering, of Glasgow Junction, InThey finally reachad a
In one the south.
sisted that I try your medicine.
In its center an Island city.
week's time there was quite an improveand
lake,
had
I
ment In my condition, and after
ruler
taken several bottles I felt as well as The city was Tayasal and its
I firmly believe that the now aged Lord Canek.
ever in my life.
Bckman's Alterative will relie.e any case
He also tells of the arrival, recer
of lung trouble If taken before the last
stnee
tion and subsequent flight by nigh1
BETTEKSWOKTH.
C.
A.
(Affidavit)
on request.)
of Montejo, one of the, early Spanisl
(Above abbreviated; morekeen
proveu by
Bckman's Alterative has
conquerors, In 1523. The Spaniards
mauy years' text to be most efficacious
for severe Throat end I.ung Affections, beseiged and almost without pro
Bro.Hhltis. Bronchial Asthma, Stubborn
tied a dog to a rope of a bel
Colds and in upbuilding the system. - visions,
Crtiitntna no narcotics, unisons or liubltand placed food just beyond his reach
telling
forming drugs. Ask for booklet Eokman
His efforts to get the food kept thi
of recoveries, and write to
evifor
Pa.,
Philadelphia.
bell ringing and deceived the native:
Laboratory,
dence. For sale by ail leading druggists
into believing their captives were etil
nu B. G. Murphey and Red Cross there. When the ruga was discovered
tms company.
the little band of Spanish soldiery we,;
Price $1 and $2 a bottle.
nearly out of the enemy's reach.
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Will you Protect your
Children's Eyes now,
While you Can?

School Days!
Night-TimStudy!

i

regi-lvp-
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POLO PLAYER

EMPLOYED

Santa Fe, Oct. 30. The department
of education was informed
today that
Miss Winnie E. Delzell, a daughter
of the state superintendent of public
instruction of Nebraska, has been
eiected supervisor of music and art at
the State Normal school at Silver
City. She Is a graduate of the Nebras

SorrrJ for.

,

iiOTlON TO DISMISS

COPAfQ

a0

Stone.

INDIAN

Santa Fe, Oct. 30. "Hot under the
cellar," scarcely is an adequate
for the wrath of Juan Reyes
Martinez, a San Ildefonso Indian, when
he presented himself with his
old son to Unite dStates District Attorney Summers Burkhart today. Mar
tinez had been brought back all the
way from San Diego, where he was
employed on the construction of the
San Dieso exposition, to testify to
morrow against D. P. Morris of Santa
Cru? who Is to be tried under an Indictment charging him with selling liquor to Martinez. The latter did njt
like it a bit that he had to leave San
D ego at this time.

ka State Normal school at Peru and
'f the University of Nebraska, having
the B. A. degree. She has had apodal work at the Columbia School ot
Music, Chicago, and the Wesleya.-- i
I niversity School of Music.
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Rather hard on the children's
tender eyes unless you take
proper precautions. Electric light
is the remedy. Properly diffused
in a suitable Electric Lamp it
gives the most congenial illumination for eyes of all ages. Safest,
most healthful, most economical.
Have your home wired for electricity.
We have recently reduced our
rates you can now afford to do
Everything Electrically,

3

The Las Vegas Light
and Power Co.

4
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Lives of oilier folks find him
Delving in their dust and sllrae,
And on failing to find bogies
Making new ones fresh and prime.
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Santa Fe, OcL 30. Scoring vigorously the methods of the officers employed to suppress the liquor traffic
among the Indians of New Mexico,
Judge John R. McFie, in his arguments before the federal jury in the
case of the United States vs. Geronl-mOrtiz of San Rafael, Valencia county, won such such a decisive victory
in the acquittal of Ortiz that the government dismissed the case against
Pablo Morales, also of San Rafael,
who too had been indicted on the
charge of selling liquor to the Indians.
In trying the case it became apparent that Ortiz had been trapped
by an official o the Indian liquor supAn Indiaiy who
pression Service.
,
was
looked like a''
selected to do the work and succeedThe prosecuted in deceiving Ortrz.
ing witness spoke Spanish without a
flaw and every one who saw him
pronounced him to be a white man.
The case went on trial yesterday afternoon and the jury early this afternoon promptly brought in a verdict of
acquittal. As a result employes of
the liquor suppressing branch of the
Indian bureau will be warned to be
more circumspect in their activities
and not wilfully to trap offenders by
methods that almost amount to deliberate deception.
o

'Spanish-American-

EXHIBITS DIVIDED

30, 1914.

THE VK AGAINST

TO
INTENDED
LAW
PROTECT
AMERICAN IMPORTERS GOES
INTO EFFECT

SERVICE

INDUS-

IN SEVEN GROUPS

TRY

Frightful as is the cost of wars, still
i ore frightful is the cost of legislation
men
v inexperienced or dishonest
who seek to resulate to death our In
ami Diiiihing systems.
writes John A. Sleicher, in Leslies.
The billions which must be raiped to
meet the war bill in Europe are overmatched by the billions of losses in
1h values nf American security's dui-5n-
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EDUCATIONAL DISPLAY AT AL
c rrM.
BUQUERQUE Wll I

PREHENSIVE

Santa Fe, Oct. 30. Seven grouts
uggested for the exhibits at the New
Mexico educational exhibit at Albu
querque, have been decided upon as
follows:
1.

,.
I

City high schools. Div. a.

Gen
the past few years, while untried,
ir.o: perlencol, wtuV and scmeMrues era school work. Div. b. Manual train
v red medior.rt.
have V.s i legls-Ia.:n- g ing. Div. o. Domestic Science. Div.
to put ii'.al out, of, rather 4. Agriculture.
ih:n into business and worr.;e'i oui II. County high schools with the
same divisions.
or. rather than into ti e factory
IIT.
Elementary grade schools, di
Something must be radically n.n;
vided
as above.
wi;en sterling railroad protertioH cf
IV. Rural schools in four divisions.
The best class, with the highest operating efficiency, that have always been V. School for deaf and blind in four
lvpt in the best condition, by mar.' divisions.
at ers of the greatest ability, show di- VI. Parochial, Indian and private
rt Inlshlng returns, steadily expanding schools, four divisions.
pypenses and net profits, shrinking to VII. Book companies, school sup
the point where dividends are begin-p:n- plies, etc.
Professor J. E. Gooddell of Albu
to disappear.
will assign space to schools
querque
We have learned by the lesson of
he war that the clamor against our hni individuals making application be
rreat exchanges by political agitators fore November 14. Fourteen feet
vss founded on an utter misconcep-io- square are to be assigned to each ex
The Y. M. C. A. has been
of the work they do. The cotton hibitor.
7J Owrs
liave learned fliow much! better given the concession to sell refresh.iff they are when there is a market ments at the armory, the proceeds to
vhere every bale can find a buyer or go Into the Y. M. C. A. building fund.
Judges will award certificates cf
seller. The holders of securities,
fi
honorable
mention to schools malting
and
Emnll.
are realizing lint
arge
Ribbons will bu
VHhout th'5 stock exchange, they are a worthy display.
pft to the tender mercies of the shys-- r placed upon articles of unusual merit.
No school will compete
against any
and the pawnbroker.
There must be a swift change In the other school in this way. Rivalry and
rolicles that have led to gravest ap mere bulk are to be discouraged, while
rchenslon among Investors and that, iharmony, quality and evidences of ad
r
continued, must lead to widespread vancement and process are to be
Every teacher will be reisasfer. Steps must be retraced,
work must bo undone, partisan- - sponsible for his own exhibit.
!p must be sacrificed to business and
WISCONSIN TEACHERS MEET
ol. business
to partisanship. The
j nnds of every public administrator
La Crosse, Wis., Oct. 30 Educators
ist be held up only as long as lie of Minnesota and Wisconsin are the
H'ks simply the public good. Foil speakers at the annual convention
of
j vnl advsntnere should be forrott'ii In
tlio Western Wisconsin Teachers' as- desire to promote the eiation; which opened here today.
j ':ie patriotic
"elfare of the nation.
Among the speakers are Professor
Joseph
Jastrow, University of Wis"
"A PSALM OF HARVEY"
Professor Fletcher Swift,
consin;
'.
of Minnesota; Stieprintenn-en- t
University
!. ".l me not in mournful numbers,
C. J. Brewer, Chippewa Falls; Sui
'orvey is not what I dreamed;
perintendent M. V. Potter, Milwaukee;
his life is one of slumbers
'"id he is not what he seemed.
CANADA TO HAVE
;

1

riat

'irvey's right, Harvey's perfect
his srat may be his goal;
''.Kt thou art, to rust returning"
n'l lie all of Harvey's roll. - --

;u
I

employment and not office
V
the ones who paved his way,
to sleep until tomorrow
tds more Keekers wan today.

New York, Oct. 30. Beginning tomorrow a new import regulation,
compelling foreign shippers to show
when, where and from whom goods
were bought, will be In effect. Despite many protects from business organizations, the treasury department
has decreed that President Wilson's
executive order establishing the new
regulation must bo carried out.
The portion of the law which has
out
formed the basis of a
controversy relates to the declaration
to be filed by the shipper abroad at
the time of shipment, which information the government desires to establish true market values.
The American Importers' association appointed a committee to take up
tbe matter with Secretary McAdoo,
and secured a postponement last
spring, until the treasury officials had
v efghed the complaints. The
Chamber of Commerce also
put itself on record at that time as
opposed to the application of the new
rule.
Importers here declare that during
the present stress of lousiness icondl-tionsthe government miould do all In
its power to aid merchants in getting
goods over here, and it is their belief
that the new ruling will affect the Imports.
In behalf of the government, officials of the treasury department contend that it is high time more Infor
mation is vouchsafed by shippers and
importers regarding the prices, circumstances of sale and character of
goods than has been the case heretofore. In addition to this, It Is pointed
out that the department of commerce
requires some of these data In order
tc make Its statistics more 'reliable
and accurate. fcAll this Is authorized
under the new law and must be fur
nished beginning tomorrow, if invoices
are to be passed by the customs of
fers at the different ports.
SharOn the other hand,
rotts, counsel for the importers, maintains that many of the constructions
placed on the law by the executive
consular regulations are erroneous
long-draw-

German-America-

n
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To consider in Selecting Your Bank.
First: Will my money be safe?

,

d,u -- uiuitvi

jesierua,

'lie

said:
"To force consignment houses doing
a legitimate business to publish the
name and address of every firm, large
and small. In the tmited States to
whom they have sold or agreed to sell
imported merchandise, together with
the widely-varyinprices charged
therefor dependent on the cost of
transportation, size and character of
the purchasing firm, the quantity' of
goods, intended length, of credit de
manded, amount of duty paid the gov
ernment, and the expense incurred In
taking conditional orders, could be of
no possible benefit to the government
even for statistical pnrposes.'
On the other hand, 'the information
contained in the invoice and entry,
nnd which is usually guarded by business honse3 as a trade secret, would,
despite every precaution, become
known to competing importers or domestic manufacturers, amended ' at
least in the temporary discontinuance
of such, important Ions. If the govern
ment enforces the regulations as they
stand it will result in trade demorali
zation that will postpone Indefinitely
the era of prosperity we have been
told Is at hand."
It is said among the importers that
thty will test the legality of the new
regulations in the courts. On the oth
er hand, the domestic manufacturers
are said to be a unit for the new law,
which they claim was promulgated to
protect home industries from unfair
competition through the undervalua
tion of foreign-madgoods as they
come through the custom houses.
g

e

guns was fired and the huge station,
the third largest in the epantry, was
formally opened to the public. A big
parade of business, organizations
marched through the doors, with
bands playing and flags waving. The
new station has cost in excess of f
and the systems which will
use it are the Santa Fe Burlington,
Rock Island, Union Pacific, Frisco,
Missouri Pacific, M-- , B. & T., Kansas
City Southern, Alton, Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul, Chicago Great
Western and Wabash. The front of
d
of a mile
the new station is
long; the main building is 500 feet
long Itself and 1G0 feet deep. The
buildings themselves cover six acres.
As a feature of the event an effigy
of the old station is to be burned at
midnight on a hilltop.

LEAGUE CHIEFS MEET

which yesterday
raided the fort of Odessa, according
to a message to Lloyds agency.
The Russian steamers Lazareff, Wi- t'az and Whampoa and the French
steamer Portugal were damaged by
shell fire and a number of sailors were
killed or wounded.
Shells also were fired on the sub
urbs of Odessa near a number of oil
tanks, but the tanks were undamaged.
A sugar factory was hit. Some civil
ians also were killed or injured by the
shells.

if

OPTICAL DEPARTMENT

is the most complete in the state and
for prompt grinding and repairing is
excelled by none.
Work sent us by mail is returned
by the first return post.
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MARKETS

.

New York, Oct,
01J loan made by

SO.

The

$10,000,- -

KANSAS CITY trVE STOCK
Kansas City, Oct. 30. Hogs, receipts
Market steady. Bulk $7.10
7,000.
Fiance, to be used by- France s a
(Continued From Page One.)
7.40;
heavy
$7.307.50; pigs $6.50
checking account against the purchase 7
its warships and declare they acted of supplies in this country, has openCattle, receipts 2,000. Market strong.
without orders. The. report to this, ed the way, in the opinion of New Prime fed steers $9.6010.75; westit w said in London, will be a demand York bankers, for Germany and Aus- ern steers
$6.759; calves $6.50
that the German, officers and crews tria to negotiate similar loans here 10.50.
to
a
view
made
having them
be raent with
new in the Turkish
navy
Sheep, receipts 2,000. Market strong.
available to pay for shipments of cot
home within 24 hours.
Lamlbs $7.258;
yearlings $5.50
ton and other supplies from the Uni 6
50.
StatesJ .There were indications toMissionaries Are Safe
.? ted
that overtures had been made
day
American
missionaries
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Concerning
in Turkey Acting Secretary Lansing looking toward a loan to Germany
Chicago, Oct. 30. jVheat shorts beAs to i the amount of this loan, came flurried over the entry of Tursaid today the attitude of the Ottoman government had been friendly and that desired by Austria, reports key into the war and because of the
and eald he felt no apprehension vary.
consequent scarcity of speculative of. It Is believed In addition, that Engto
about them.
fers. The opening ranged from
land and Russia might; pursue a like 2
cent above last night, and quoAlthough Great Britain sevtral
weeks ago asked the United States course, 'The $10,000,000 loan to tations steadied within a half, cent of
w
tn m
Aitmat' interests Fiance is; to be distributed among a the top prices reached at. the. outset.
n
uia t)ut xtt
to
)n Constantinople in the event ur mr number of .hanks ltk-Closing prices were steady at 2
outbreak of war, state department of- New York, according to announce 2
advance.
ment
made today at the National City
ficials said no request of a similar
Corn ascended with wheat. After
nature had come from Russia or any bank. No gold will be shiped abroad, opening
to
cent higher,
but the entire amount will be used
of the other belligerents.
the
market
a
scored
moderate
further
In paying for American
products to be gain. Besides there was fresh EuroSome diplomats here considered
the possibility that the Goeben and shipped to France.
In connection with the French loan pean buying today. The close was
Bresla'u may have bombarded Odessa
to
cent net higher,
steady
and other Russian cities on their own item, it was reported at trustworthy
Shorts hurried to cover oats as well
sources
that Germany's mercantile as other
One thought the German
initiative;,
grain.
,
crew and officers of the two ships and industrial interests had built up
Provisions reflected the bullish sen-- .
credits in this country during
might have undertaken the raid .un- huge
der the German flag. There never the past month. Estimates placed the
has been an exact definition of the amount of these balances at between
status of the vessels. When they en- $50,000,00 Oand $75,000,00..
tered the Dardanelles it was claimed These credits already have been rethat Turkey had bought them. The duced through purchases here for
foodstuffs and general merchandise,
German officers and crew remained
including considerable wearing appardespite protests of the triple entente. el
It is known also that heavy shipAn official dispatch to the Russian
ments of canned meats and similar
embassy here that Turkey had taken
warlike steps was believed to be the provisions have been madejfor these
German interests, which are expected
same as was cabled to the Russian
to continue their purchases for an iti
embassy; at Tokio, from which, the re- definite
"" '" "'
period.
port emanated that Turkey had deBritain's'
Great
assurances of non
clared war on Russia.
interference in the snipment of cotItaly May Act
ton to foreign ports in neutral bottoms
Earlier in the war it was generbaa also stimulated to an unusual deally assumed that the entrance of gree the German
and Austrian demand
Turkey on the side of Germany and here for cotton.
Austria would force Italy to assist the
allies.
The opposition of Greece to Turkey BOY SCALDED
MIEN
and the sending of Greek troops to
Albania, where Italy feels a special
TUB FALLS ON HIM
Interest, might alter the situation, in.
the view of diplomats here, causing
Italy, perhaps, to resent the approval EMPLOYE OF
PETER ROTH MEETS
jwhich the triplpe .entente is said to
WITH A SERIOUS ACCIDENT
have given the Greek operations in
LATE TODAY
Eplrus. -

a group of

New
York bankers to the government of
"

-

i
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The

to cereals.

timent as

ALSO
AND
AUSTRIA
GERMANY
BUILD UP CREDITS IN THE
UNITED STATES
,

closing

Quotations were:
"Wheat, Dec. 1.16; May 1.21.
May 71..
Corn, Dec,
May
Oats, Oct.
Pork, Jan. $18.95; May $19.15.
Lard, Nov. $10.72; Jan. $9.92.
Ribs, Oct. $19.20; Jan. $9.87.

67;
49;

52.

,

.,
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WANT CASES DROPPED
Boulder, Colo., Oct. 30. Counsel for
John R. Lalwson, W. T. Hickey and

other labor leaders and strikers,
charged with murder In connection
with the attack on the Ileckla mine
last April, today filed in the district
court motions to quash the informations against their clients. The motions were based on the claim, that
the defendants cannot be tried without grand jury indictments unless
given the privilege of preliminary examination, which was denied.
the grand jury indictments,
against the strikers were dismissed
by the district attorney, who thereupon filed direct Informations.
56
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TONIGHT'S

BOUTS

George Chip vs. Jimmy Clabby, 20
rcunds, San Francisco.
Battling Levinsky vs. Tom Ken- 'nedy, New York.
Battling Reddy vs. Louisiana, New
York.
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Birmingham, Ala., Oct. 30. The an
nual meeting of the Southern league,
which opened here today, brought
forth some weighty baseball questions.
The status of the league, due. to raids
by the Fedcdals, occupied the magnates in animated discussion behind
closed doors. Some changes in the
league personnel are expected, and
there is a movement on foot to discontinue the Montgomery; club and
establish another club elsewhere;. Poor
ROUGH RIDERS
umpiring of the past. season is also
Calgary, Alberta, Oct. 30.' A Rough a ause for much- discussion, and a
Rider
regiment, similar to Colonel radical change is demanded by sevRoosevelt's organization, has been or- eral of the magnates.
ganized
among the northwestern
mounted policemen, and all that is PRESIDENT OPENS BIG STATION
lacking is the permission of the govKansas City, Oct. 30. When Presiernment for them to go to the front. dent Wilson touched the button which
The famous mounted riders are anx- opened the new Union station in Kanious to see service.
sas City th? presidential salute of 21
'

Three Points.

Second: Can 1 get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank of fers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

PRICES
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ails as second class matt.
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TELL CORRECT

Let us then go vote for Harvey
For that is a Demo's fate,
SHU repeating, stUl pursuing
Jobs and plums that "come too late.
Without apologies to Anyfellow

...Editor

M. M, PADGETT

Entered at the
Las Vegas, New

CO.

1914.

1ST

SHIPPERS

rtrgles that perhaps a voter
Passing o'er the sunshine plain,
A dejected and misled follower
Seeing, might be fooled again.

30,

am- -

at Constantinople has been

withdrawn according to official an
nouncement made here today, and in
consequence of the Turkish attacks
on Russian ports, Instructions have
been sent to Russian consuls in Turkey to leave the country.
Russian Gunboat Sunk
Bordeaux, Oct. 30. It was announc
ed officially here today that two Turk- h torpedo boats destroyers entered
the port of Odessa On the Black Sea
yesterday and sank a Russian gunboat. They also inflicted damage on
the French liner Portugal.

Sam Lancaster, .a boy who delivers
for Peter Roth, the butcher, was the
victim of an unusual, and possibly
serious accident this afternoon, when
he slipped on a slight incline while
helping carry a tub of scalding water
from the Las; Vegas laundry to the
butcher hop.
The water was needed .to scald
chickens for the Sunday trade, and
Lancaster and Manuel Ozubo, a butch
er employed by Roth, went to the
laundry to get it. When they were
leaving the laundry building the boy
slipped and the tub upset on him, he
getting the full effect of the water on
the left leg. Some time elapsed be
fore a doctor could be summoned, and
when his clothes were removed the
ekin, from the knee down, came away.

Civilians were Killed
London, Oct.
Russian gum
Railroad employees in New (Eng
boat. Donete was sunk, a
part of the
crew was drowned and the others land are waging a vigorous organizawere killed or wounded by the Turk-- tion campaign.

Women";

Underwear
Wool or Cotton Garments
R.edjced 25 per Cent .

Both Union and
two Piece Suits.
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Buy some of Moreys
Solitaire Good- and
Things-to-Eat

pi

serve them at your
table every meal- the whole family will
enjoy them. They
add a zest and relish,

that relieves the
sameness of everyday food.

" The Best the Grocer Can
Deliver"
Here are a few members of
tm Solitaire Family: Olives,

VIZ

r.:ORF.Y

MERCANTILE CO.

Denver

CAPITAL STOCK

now on display.

r

We have them in any Shape, Color, Material
and Style you may fancy.

i

OFFICE

f

WITH

-

-

$30,000.00

THE SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL BANK
President

D. T.

lce-Presidect

.

HOSKINS

Treasurer

H Ii lili
city it can now be
This is beet sugar.
runs a little higher.
as last week. The
compound lards are
..
..,
V...L
tJ 'iii.2 UK.fii.
prevaiffilg'
holds at the
price.1 Hams
and bacon, except in the poorest
grades,' do not show the tendency to
fluctuate that characterized them at
the outbdeak of .the war. It is be.
coming more apparent, as time goes
on, that the rust of prices upward on
all staples at the time hostilities be
gan was the unscrupulous subterfuge
of certain large dealers in the east to
take advantage of an unusual condi
tion for their own profif The counp
try was badly scareor and the people
were in a mood to receive any kind
of wild rumor about the unprepared-nes- a
of the country to withstand even
the remote iBhock of war; and the
psychologists of the jobbing world,
reaiding th attitude of, the buyers, did
not hesitate to take anvantage of the
flurry.
That the country is well able to
take care of itself, so far as staple
foodstuff is concerned is fully estab
lished by the constant dropping of
J ,;
prions to a' normal "Basis.
Locally, the vegetable crop is not
so well displyed in the stores as
heretofore. Tomatoes, especially, are
becoming very scarce. For some time
they will be brought in, but the home
product is about exhausted. The sea
son is- coming-whethe housekeepers
will be almost entirely dependent on
tliie freaih vegetables brought from
other states. This applies, of course,
to the more perishable varieties. Celery, cabbage, carrots, beets and the
like, will continue in profusion from
the nearby growers.
Fruits are in about the same condi
tion as vegetables. Apples are still
plentiful and will!,remain in the mar
ket all winter, without much change
or advance in price. Five cents a
pound has prevailed with them prac
tically all season, and it is thought
that it will not undergo any marked
"
alternation. Grapes still continue to
come In, and there are some straw
berries. Winter pears are seen in all
tne stalls and preserving quinces also
are plentiful

.

H. W. KELLY

QRfENBERGER

anywhere in the
bought for 7.25.
Tjhe vane product
Pork" holds about
of
cheaper grades
..

'""

-

I O. T, Hosklns, Cashier.

WM. G. HAYDON

'NTERE8T PAID
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DEPOSITS
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WRECKED AT SEA
j.

m

OF GLASGOW
TENDED TO BRING WOUNDED FROM BELGIUM

THE ROHILLA

IN-

coast, from a steamship believed to
be the Rohilla,a British vessel of 7,- 000 tons, being used as a hospital
ship. The gale blowing," however, has
caused such heavy seas that the landing of lifeboats has been impossible.
Early this morning four seamen
were found among some wreckage
thrown up-othe coast Among the
wreckage was the name "Rohilla of
Glasgow." One of tne seamen is still
living. Tremendous seas are break
ing over the vessel and the members
of the crew can be seen in the rig-

,

ordered

hould be
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f,
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,"

We have a complete line of foreign and domestic tultlngs, com-

prising all the latest weaves, and

at right prkea.

t.

Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

"

The Rohilla was bound from Queens
"fering- ta'ck
rrom France. ' She ran on
trmmd
the rocks half a mile south of Whitby, 171 miles northwest of Scarborough, at 4 o'clock this morning
during a violent southeast gale and
rainstorm. .
The vessel carried four nurses and
several doctora and full hospital
equipments, All the women on board
have been saved. Every one of her
boats except the last one launched
was smashed by Ihe seas and 'washed
ashore. The remaining boat . was
swamped near shore and the people In
it waded to safety.
Lifeboats with extreme difficulty
brought ashore two boatloads of the
passengers, after 'which further attempts ait rescue with the boat3 were
abandoned. With 58 persons still
clinging to the vessel, which had her
after end broken off, hopes are entertained for rescuing these. Efforts are
being made to get assistance from
other ports.

Ferry to Belgium

CANDIDATES

FAIL TO

leaders. bureau today.
a promwas apREPRISALS PROMISED
commis
Berlin, Oct 30 (by wireless). Geryear.
many hals notified Great,. Britain ,
through James W. Gerard, the Amer-leaTHE PRESIDENT QUITS
ambassador In Berlin, that if
'
Washington, Oct. 30. President Za- - German civilians In
England, exceptmor of Haiti has been obliged to quit
ing those against whom are grounds
his capital Port au Prince, and seek of
suspicion, aire not liberated iby Norefuge on a Dutch vessel, according vember S all British
subjects In Ger- to a report to the state department to- j
many will be similarly arrested.
day from the American legation in
Haiti.
Officials
this to
Interpret
MINT DIRECTOR QUIT8
mean that the rebels are in
complete
Oct
Washington,
E.
control of Port ad Prince. : ?
Roberts of Fort Dodge, Iowa, director
of the mint, has resigned. It was anMETAL EXCHANGE OPENS
,
nounced at the treasury department
New York, Oct. 30 The toard of
today that the resignation would be
managers of the New York metal ex- effective when
accepted by President
change today voted to reopen the ex Wilson.
change for trading In tin November 8,
the date Of thfl renmenlnr nf the T,nn- ,
don metal exchange.
M. D. Faucett of nillsxiiA n
the had taken his
weight in medicine
for
and constipation
but
PBETTV SOON JI5I VHLL neverheadache
anvthfnoused
thn im k!
much good as Chamberlain's Tablets.
For sale by all dealers Adv.
BE A DOWN AND OUTER
A REMARKABLE FEAT
Santa Fe, Oct. 30. Marcos Jara-PiillCARL MORRIS HAS WHIPPED HIM
aged 85 years, has arrived in
TWICE; YOU KNOW WHAT
the San Fernando valley, California,
THAT MEANS
after traveling
from Santa Fa
where he spent most of his life. He
Kansas City, Oct. 30. Carl Morris, curried a 60
pound pack and gave the
Oklahoma heavyweight, gained the de
Californians a remarkable demonstracision over Jim Flynn, the Pueblo fire
tion of New Mexico longevity and en-r- :
man at the end of their
bout
dnrance, such as is often found in hlsh
here last night Flynn, while putting altitudes of
arid countries.
up an aggressive fight, appeared to
ITaramillo wan nt mm tlmA tcnll In
stand little show against the superior
fg to
weight and longer reach of the OMa-- dor of hi(J days w,a his
gister aQd
a lynn s race and !DOuy show- In
California. Th
Qne- - relatives
ed the effect of the severe punishment 'heavy
pack hQ carrled conlajnea nla
n

For Fall and Winter

n

ging.

Stovall is one of the social
Minister Stovall was formerly
inent editor in Georgia and
pointed to the Switzerland
sion by President Wilson last

SUIT

London, Oct. 3Q Signals of disfcave been sent up since last
night off Whitby, on the Yorkshire

tress

?n

to Switzerland, it was learned today
A NEW ADMIRAL
that Miss Pleasant Stovall, his daughLondon, Oct. 30. Th annnlntmanf
ter, la completing her studies as a of Baron
Fisher, admiral of the fleet.
nurse and is'V this time on her vfay w
succeed Prince Louis nf R,ftm.
to the battlefields;.
The Stovalls are berg as first sea lora
of the admiralty.
at Berne, Switzerland, where Miss was
announced officially hv thft

CIIAS. LEVIS
TAILOR
AUTO STAGE
,llf!
Automobile stage line to Mora tri
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a.
m., arriving Mora 9:45. a. m. Leave
Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p.
m. Fare for round trip, $5; one way,
$3. Round trip tickets good for one
week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
'

OF COLONELS

PLENTY

80ir-Geor- g9

n.,

o,

Petrograd, Oct. 30 (via London).
The members of the American Red
Cross unit detailed to Russia left Pe
trograd last night on a special train
bound for Kiev, where they expect to
begin work immediately. Before leav unma ea.
were
v. bag served as a provision knapsack
t
ing, the tw4 i senior .surgeons
He wore a straw sombrero which the
given commissions' in the Russian
WHEAT GOES UP
army with the rank of general, while
pun had yellowed. On his trip ho
heM would halt at inviting spots along the
Chicago, Oct. 30. Hostilities
the four juniors were each given a
tween
caused
and
Russia
of
colonel.
Turkey
a; read or in the open country, build a
command with the rank
general dash today to the buying sidelflre and prepare for himself tortillas
iu the wheat market here. As a re- and frljoles. jaramillo speaks little
HE VISITED NICK
suit prices opened as much as 2 Ergliah, but nevertheless made hia
30
Oct.
London).
(Via
Petrograd,
George T. Marye, Jr., of San Francis cents a bushel above last night's level, way easily and carried a burden that
co, the newly appointed ambassador May wheat touching $1.22 as against might have put a young army corpora!
cut of commission.
at the previous close.
of the United States to Russia, today $L19
presented his credentials to Emperor
Nicholas and formally assumed charge
of the embassy. Accompanied by his
staff, Mr. Marye went by - train to
Tsarkos Selo, whence the party was
conducted to the palace by an imperial escort.
.

.

BARBARA
COMPANY'S
SANTA
WILL COME THIS
TRADE
WAY IN THE FUTURE

MAY BE TAKEN TO PREVENT LEGISLATORS TAKING
THEIR SEATS

STEPS

50
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct.
por cent of the candidates for the leg
islature failed to register their sworn
statement of campaign expenses with
F. W. Drake has written to members Uie
secretary of state by midnight last
of the San Miguel county road com
night, as required by law.,--, Stops will
mission that the lumber camp at be taken, it is said, to contest their
WOMAN ON BATTLEFIELD
HodgeS of the Santa Barbara Tie and right to office after election.
Savannah, Ga., Oct. 30. From leti'cle company,' of which he is man
ters received in the home of Pleasant
ager, will prepare to do its business
A. Stovall, the United States minister
Read The Optic for war news.
through Mora if a highway 12 miles
in length is built. This highway will
run from Mora to the location of the
camp and will cros3 country where
road building is not expected to prove
The business of the tie
difficult.
camp is worth a, great deal to Mora,
V.'atrous and Las Vegas, as was stated
in The Optic some time ago. Judge
David S. Leahy and District Attorney
Charles W. G. Ward were appointed
f
by the Commercial club some time
ago to take up with the commissioners and road board of Mora
county the advisability or building the
new road. It is understood the Mora
a
officials consider the proposition

Ii ill address the voters in the

Anchovies in Oil, Mushrooms,

Pate tie Foie (Iras, Peanut
Butter, Pimento, Capers,
Jellies, Preserves.
Coffee, Tea, Spices, Flavoring
txtrads. Catsup, Raisins.
I ie, Sea Foods, Orape Juire,
Have Oil, Maple Syrup, etc.,
and all varieties of canned
fruits unit vceetabtes.

FOR MEN AND BOYS
for Fall and Winter Wear is

Prices from 50c upwards.
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LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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Frank Springer,

Our Complete Line of

rived in Las Vegas yesterday.
for' Legislature in speakLeopold Meyer arrived on trajn No.
ing tours
10 today from Aluuquerque.
Robert P. Evans of Santa Fe came
Fred O. Blood, former postmaster
in last night for a few days visit.
of East Las Vegas, and one of the re
W. G. Hoover came in from Santa
publican candidates for the state legis- Fe at noon today on a .brief business
ufe. from San Miguel county, has revisit.
from Topeka, Kan., where he
turned,
Henry Liberman came into town had been summoned as a witness for
from Chicago last night and will stay
the government in a postal fraud case.
for a day or so. Mr. Liberman is
While away Mr., Blood was seized with
.
here.
iin acute gum trouble, and has been
Mr. Meyers, representing the Ar,fit the mercy of a dentistjor some
mour Packing company of Chicago,
in the postongment of
time,
came into town last night for a few Itt.tr.n resulting u- I.. uie me- camii
ujt
opening
icuumpr
days' business visit.
paign. However, he is now in the
An automobile party consisting of
fisht with his coat off and his sleeves
fve machines came into Vegas late rolled up. It is
quite possible that he
last night. The party hailed from will be
the speakers at the pre
among
Ohio and was traveling westward.
cinct meetings in the county during
Mrs. H. N. Northrup and her chil- these
closing: days of the campaign.
dren are expected to arrived in town
Mr. Blood has been identified with
today from Shoemaker, N. M., where the growth and development of New
Mrs. Northrup is engaged
teaching Mexico for the
past 30 years, and in
school..
of residence, service and usefulprint
Mateo Lujan of Santa Fe, father of ness is
eminently qualified to partiKvgenio Lujan, member of the execuin the administration of the
cipate
tive committee of the Young Men's
legislative branch of the state governKepublican club, spent last night with ment.
liis son.
M. W. Browne,
secretary of the
iward of regents of the Normal University, is expected in Las Vegas tomorrow.
Mr. Browne went to Denver recently to receive treatment for
ON THE MARKET
an illness with which he was afflicted.
President Frank H. H. Roberts of
the New Mexico Normal University,
left on train No. .10 today, for Springer FIGS , AND NUTS OF VARIOUS
VARIETIES ARE ARRIVING
t attend the meeting of the Colfax
AT THE STORES
County Teachers' association. R. R.
Lfttklu accompanied Dr. Roberts.
The local market has been receivMrs. Simon Vorenberg, Miss Julia
ail this week a ladge supply of
Mr.
Walter
and
ing
Vorenberg
Vorenberg
of Wagon Mound and Miss Carrie figs, dates an.d nuts, in. anticipation
Harberg, of Cleveland, N. M., visited of the holiday season, approaching so
Las Vegas yesterday to attend the rapidly. It is said that the crop this
Elks' dance. They left for home this year, especially in home grown nuts,
Is far ahead of the average, and almorning.
Mrs. John Brunton arrived In Las though the importation of this Christ
Vegas last night from California, Mr. mas necessity is limited, what has
Brunton came to Shoemaker some been landed in this country is of the
time ago to spend the winter with his most choice quality. Dried fruits
father, Captain W. B. Brunton. They, from the past summer's crop are also
will visit arriving, and shows up to standard in
with their year-olbaby,
and all varieties.
until
Brunton
summer,
Captain.
will be Eeen by their friends here
Sugar has taken anothed drop this
from time to time during the winter. week of 50 cents a lrandred. Almost

I

V

Ave.

well-know- n
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WINTER

Td ENTER FIGHT
Sig Simon came in today from San'la Pe for a short visit.
J. C, Duncan of St. Joseph, Mo., ar-
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Proprietors

BLOOD iCOMES BACK

PERSONALS
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GET OUR PRICES ON WET WASHING

BaOr & Eva,nS,

1914,

1100,000.00

FALL

CALL MAIN 267

30,

:'l

Court House tonight at8 o'clock

good one.
9
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A Persistent Question
The question ha8 been asked, "In
what way are Chaniberlain"s Tablets
superior to pills?" The answer Is,
"They are more mild and gentle in
effect and more reliable. Besides
they improve the appetite, cleanse
and invigorate the stomach, correct
disorders of the liver and leave the
bowels in a natural and healthy condition, while the use of pills, owing
to their drastic effect, is often followed by constipation." Fdr sale by all
dealers. Adv.

1914.

Bhe OPTIC
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LOBBY

CHAPMAN

To

the
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COLUM
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LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR

CIRCULAR FIELD

n

p

imple-menCtb- e

'

goes.

'

The implement has already been
used successfully in working a circu
lar field containing tfBouf seven acres
Popular Mechanics.

KNIGHT8
OF COLUMBUS, CO UN.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second ana
onrth Thursday In O. R. C. hall
NO. 2, Pioneer building.
Visiting members
Reg--

a

ular conclave second Tues-V,jdey In each month at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.

Plow That, Once Started, Will Do the
OPTIC NUMIXft, MAIN &
Work Without Anyone at
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED
ADVERSteering Gear.
TISEMENTS

row-cro-

M.

Byf--

Public

One of the latest innovations In
farming Implements is a gasoline-drivevehicle that guides itself
around the field and needs no attention except to be started and stopped
at the right points.
This vehicle, which travels in a constantly narrowing circle, is so designed that any of the devices used
in
farming, such as plows,
ridgers, cultivators or sprayers, may
be readily attached to it, but in order
to use the implement, it is necessary
to abandon the usual rectangular form
of field with straight rows and adopt
a circular field with circular rows
spiraling toward the center.
The method is not adapted to big
farms, but is intended for truck gardening and for farming on a small
scale where the expense of employing
an operator for the machine would be
prohibitive.
At the center of the field an iron
post is erected and strongly guyed. At
the top of the post is a drum, and
from this a slender steel wire runs
through a guide pulley and to the
steering lever of the implement, which
may be anywhere from twenty feet to
several hundred feet away.
At, each trip of the vehicle around
the field the wire winds once around
the drum, and this guides the
width of one furrow closer
to the center. This process is contin
ued Until the implement comes as
close to the center as the guy wires
will permit.
The drum is then released so that H
will revolve freely and the implement
is run out of the field under hand
steering, unwinding the wire as

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
cation first Monday In each

month at Masonic Temple
Five cents per line each Insertion.
at 7:30 p. m. P. A. Brinegar,
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
H. P.; F, O. Blood, Secre-No ad to occupy lets space than two
tary.
All
lines
advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set I.
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
without regard to number ef words-Cas4. Meets every Monday evening at
In advlnce preferred.
their hall on Sixth steeet All visiting
brethren cordially lnvlte-- t to attend.
J. Frledenstine. N. G.: A. T. Roeera.
VamtCiJ
V. O.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl
V. Hedgoock.
Werts, Treasurer;
WANTED
Position or piece work by Cemetery Trustee.
thoroughly experienced stenograK, Y., B, P. o. ELKS Meets aecond and
pher; best of references.
Optic.
fourth Tuesday , evening of each
month Elks" home on NinO street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. SpringFOR RENT Furnished rooms for er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln Secretary.
,
avenue.
KNIGHTd AND LADIES OF SECURFURNISHED ROOMS with or without
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets m
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
board. 710 Grand avenue.
first and third Mondays of each
FOR RENT Modern rooms at Clo month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
son House.
Ladies always welcome O. L. Freeman, President; Miss Cora Montague,
FOR RENT Two rooms for light Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
housekeeping. 1103 Lincoln avenue. Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Dl! SIR ABLE light housekeeping rooms Sixth street, East Las Vegas, K. M.
with sleeping porch. 1030 Fifth St.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO
102 Meets every Monday night ii
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue a1
FOR SALE Pony, gentle to harness 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cot
or saddle; with colt. $30. Agua dially welcome. Js T. Buhler, Presi
dent; Mrs. J. T Buhler, Secretary;
Pura Company.
C. H, Baily, Treasurer.
FOR SALE At a bargain, 20 full
Wood ichodo Island Red hens, one MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
.
year old. H. M. Northrup, at
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at O. R. O. hall, on the second
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
DX)K SALE Five passenger touring 8 p. m. J. S. Nelson,
Consul; O.
car in good order; $175.00. See it at Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo- Biehl Garage.
cal Deputy. Visiting members are es-peclally welcome and cordially Invited.

a

are cordially invited. Richard Define,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
DR. ADELAIDE

For Sato

Took the Hint.
In clerical circles the possession of
a mustache Is a sort of party badge,
To have a mustache is decidedly
"low." ;, The high churchman shaves
or grows a beard. I know a high
church clergyman, says a writer in the
Chronicle, who holds mustaches in ab
horrence. Once a junior was invited
to take' a mission at his church. He LOST Heavy grey sweater. Return
came. His upper lip flew the offend
to Stearns' store.
lng flag.r Indicating the bedroom in
which the stranger was to sleep, his
CITROLAX
host said to him: "You will find
CITROLAX
you require on the dressing-rootable."
"Everything you re
Best thing for constipation, sour
quire" proved to be a razor, a brush
and a stick of shaving soap. The hint stomach,
lazy liver and sluggish bow
was taken. Pall Mall Gazette.
els. Stops a sick headache almost at
once. Gives a most thorough and sat
Outdoor Sleeping Apartments,,
isfactory flushing no pain, no nau
To convert a small upstairs porcll sea.
Keeps your system cleansed,
into a sleeping porch, place half-incAsk for Cit
brass rods at the top and bottom of sweet and wholesome.
the opening on each side and on these rolax. O. G. Schaefer and Red Crosa
curtains of light silkoline or similar Drug Store. Adv.

Lost

LEWIS

B.

Osteopathic Physician
Office Crockett Building
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
Residence Phone Main 384
'

JONES-BOWER-

MONUMENT

S

CO

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Centra
Years Practical Experience.

13
A. JONES

B

W

W.

BO WHIRS.

GEO. H. HUNKER
Attorney-at-La-

East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
OR. F. H. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block.
Office Phoae
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411.

For Rant

Green-berger's-

LOCAL TIME CARD
East Bound
Arrive
No,
No.
No.
No.

I... .
..

I..
II..

p. m

7:20
.11:64
r 1:26
. 1:36

p. m
a. m
p. m

Depart
7:41 p. ft
11:61 P.
I: e.

No.
No.
No.
No.

1

I....
1....

....

1:10 p.
1:35 a.
4:20 p.

m....,
m... ..
m....,

p. m

:3S

t. a

!:

West Boune
Arrive

Depart
V.tf, p.
:4I a.
4:81 p.
7:t p

Had Taken His Weight rn Medicine

M. D. Faucett of Gillsville, Ga., says
he had taken his weight in medicine
for headache and constipation but
hi
"
use?
nevir
much good as Chamberlain's Tablets,
For 8ae bv aH deaiers.-A- dv.

mln

ML ACJB'W

'

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

CITROLAX

MOEV

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Foot of Mxln

h

John Rader of Milwaukee has been
chosen international secretary of the
Brewery Workeme'n Union of Ameri
ca, to suceed Louis Kemper of Cin
cinnati.

Check Kidney Trouble at Once
There Is such ready action In Foley
Two Grand Divisions.
"Into what two classes would you di Kidney Pills, you feel their healing
vide humanity?" we asked the great from the
very first dose. Backache,
philosopher.
sore kidneys, painful bladder
weak,
"Menfolks end henfolks," ha replied

pounds
pounds
pounds
pounds
Less than 50

or More, each dllvery........
to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
to 1.060 pounds, each delivery
to 200 pounds, each delivery
pounds, each delivery

...

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

per

per
per
per
per

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
b

100

AGUA PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous,
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

and irregular

without hesitation.

SUFFRAGETTE

RETAIL PRICES
2,000
1,000
200
50

STANDPOINT

action disappear with
their use. O. Palmer, Green Bay
Wis., says ; "My wife is rapidly re
covering her health and strength, due
solely to Foley Kidney Pills." O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Stora
Adv.

Railroad employees in New (Eng
land are waging a vigorous organiza
tion campaign.

FIND WHAT

WANT AD

.

MIVl

.

YOU WANT

AND"

what you

bit want

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom among those who
POSITIVELY MASTER3 CROUP
MIGHT BUT the particular thing Is worth most
Foleys Honey and Tar Compound
cuts the thick choking mucus, and
THE PROPERTY you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to people who
clears away the phlegm. Opens up
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
the air passages and stops the hoarse
property unless it were advertised here.
cough. The gasping, strangling fight
for breath gives way to quiet breathing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg. i OTHERS who read and answer the ad3 in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) boobs, automobiles, used machinery and
Mass, Mich., writes :"We give Foley'e
Honey and Tar to our children for
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical instrucroup and it always acts quickly." O
ments.
G. Schaefer and Red Crosa
Drug Store
Adv,
She (as pitcher ttrlld
WANT ADS are inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S SATISout man)
don't see anything to cheer about
FIED. Try them.
WANTED
Clean cotton rs?
Why the man didn't even hit the ball
at
Optic office.

Mr
llllfi

1

ft
t&

W. T. Huchens, NIcnoison, Ga., had
a severe attack of rheumatism. His
feet, ankles and joints were swollen,
and moving about was very painful.
He was certainly in a had way when
he started to take Foley Kidney Pilla.
He says, "Just a few doses made mo
feel better, and now my pains and
rheumatism are all gone and I sleep
all night long." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

'

material. These can be slipped back
nd forth on the rods like sash curtains.
Those who have never had the ex
perience of sleeping out of doors will
Ind it. a real joy and the improvised
duarters will become aa indispensable
part of the home.

"V-

Meets second and
fourth
Thursday
evening each
month at W. O. W. hall. Vlsltlni
brothers cordially Invited. Howard .
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. cutler, secy.

Regular communication first and
Id
third Thursday
month. Visiting
UivmoiB uviuittii j in
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van
Petten. Secretary.

"I used a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy last winter for a severe bronchial cough and can cons
cientiously say that I never took a
medicine that did me so much good,"
writes Mrs. G. W. Andrews, Andrews,
lud. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
WORKING

CAP!

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A L. O. O. MOOSE
A.

'

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

OTJT

Winnipeg printers ahe out after the
International convention in 1916, and
their campaign has already begun.

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AN O REGULAR DINNERS
IfHS BEST GOODS OBTAIN ABLH ALWAYS HANDLES
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have a new and com- plete line of samples,
any one of which would
delight the most fastidious

tastes. They come in

styles to be engraved with
your name as well as those
suitable for sending without the name.
These cards will be a
greater fad than ever this
year.
The engravers will be
busy filling orders, Therefore to avoid any possible
delay in getting your cards
? .

P

If.'

WHO WOULD NOT BE PLE4SED
WITH A BOX OF

EQBOSSED STATIONERY

1

1
H

.iiit flfj
f

c

O

C5xn furnish it in white
yVeor
colors embossed to
your order in script, wreath
or long initials, in one or two
letter monograms, without
cost tor use ot tne dies.
All three-lette- r
monograms
are engraved to order and
the die is delivered to you
with the stationery. There
is a large variety of designs
and (he cost of engraving the
die depends ipon!the style.
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AG3IUAL

EXPERT

VISIT!) THE FABUEBS

tion of his salary from, the Agricultural college and the remainder from
San Miguel and Mora counties. He is
furnished with an automobile with
which he will make his trips into the

MUTUAL THEATER
Bridge it

TONIGHT

First Show Starts at

country),

PROFESSOR GONZALES TO OPEN
AN OFFICE HERE IN THE
NEAR FUTURE

Professor Ml R. Gonzales, an agricultural expert sent here Dy the State
College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Art to assist the farmers of San Miguel and Mora counties, Is making a
tour of all the towns in his jurisdiction.
Upon completing this circuit
he will open an office In Las Vegas,
where he may be found upon one day
In each week. The exact day will be
announced later. Five days in each
week Professor Gonzales will spend
in visiting the farmers and assisting
them in every possible way.. His reason for having an "at home1' day is
to permit the farmers from p.11 over
territory to-- visit him and secure
h-i-

advice.

Professor Gonzales

--

eceives a por

Professor Gonzales is an authority
on the select ion of seeds, the proper
rotation pf crops, irrigation, dry farmmost
ing, proper treatment of soils,
be. raised in varito
crops
profitable
ous localities, matters pertaining to
care of orchards and the care of live
for
stock, inicluding the .proper means
in
diseases
of
the
spread
stopping
farm stock and pests in grain and
'
fruit.
In order that he may be introduced
with proper credentials professor Gonzales has a letter, from District AttorM.
ney Charles W. G. Ward and F,
Hughes, commissioner from Mora
county. He will have a similar, letter signed by San Miguel county of'
ficials.
It is believed that Professor Gonzales' work in this part of the state
will prove of inestimable value to the
famers.

Isle of Pines
'

1

....

FRIDAY

RAPE FRUIT

HONEY

Jars

LOCAL

AT

M
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J
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Spring Chickens
Demonstration of

-

Cutler Brothers, insurance.

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

European Children's
CHRISTT1AS SHIP

The maximum temperature yesterThe lowest point
reached was 28 degrees.

ITS

day was 65 degrees.

Dr. J, II. Landau will preach tonig'it
His subject
at Temple Montefiore.
will be "Does Religion Pay?" The public is cordially Invited.

Potatoes

CENTS

IEIE BJIWtB
THE CASH GROCER

MELODY"

& UNDERTAKING

Grocer and Baker

suc-

ing, when tne polls open.
As the days pass it becomes more
and more apparent that Mr. Hernan
dez is the popular choice of the people. Everywhere that he has gone
throngs of voters of both parties have
crowded the house, and many a story
is told of good old democrats that have
been glad to be taken Into the fold under his leadership. Many In the party
who were just a little inclined at first
to doubt his ability to carry the state
are now strong in their prophecy of
bis success.

Murphey's.-Ad- v.

Subscribe for The Optic

vative Bank.

ESTABUSHED 1.876
Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

r

Forty cars were loaded with sheep
from the Rosenwald ranch yesterday
and today . The animals are bound CHURCH, WILL NOT
A
party of local sportsmen planned
Ten for various points in Colorado.
a hunting trip at, , their club
Lakes today. Among those taking
SAVE YOU, HE SAYS
The poll books, ballots, amendments
part where Charles T. Farley and Al
and otner equipment for
Atkins of Las Vegas and William ballot boxes
on Tuesday, have been EVANGELIST
election
the
CRIMM
DECLARES
Dunn of Chicago.
went out to the precincts by the counCHRIST AND WILL POWER
clerks
WILL DO IT.
J. L. Tookef. the photographer, went ty
to the Norm's! University this morn
One of the local merchants is decorEvangelist Crimm, returned to town
ing and took a picture of the school
his window with cotton batting, last night on train No.- - 2 and was
ating
Albu
glee club that will be sent to
"
into long a'ntenae to resemble greeted' by a large congregation bt
querque for the' New Mexico Educa draped
in anticipation of the demo- the First Baptist church. When the
icicles,
tional association meeting next month.
cratic snow storm next Tuesday, when evangelist gave the signal for lost
A big brown' horse drawing a coal Mr. Fergusson will be buMed under souls to step out and take a stand
for Christ seven men and women rewagon belonging to T). "W. Condan the downy."
on
Plaza
dead
sponded. Crimm spoke on the "Saving
the
yesterday
dropped
There was a football practice for Power of Christ."
atfernoon. The animal fell suddenly
.w,.
He said in part:
and died almost instantly. It was the the Y. team last bight at the gym"God can save
nasium. A good crowd of candidates you, but He stands defeated
biggest horse In Condon's stables and
ion the
turned out. It Was announced that threshold of your will. God can't sav.
at
$200.
vifis valued
the Y; would play the Normal team you unless
you are willing. If you
on
Saturday, November 7. The Y. M. g.j to hell you will go there because
other
The Las Vegas orchestra and
musicians in the city have taken in- 0. A. team will be weakened by the : on want to. You have a will power
terest enough in the benefit for the withdrawal of Crimm and Donaldson, vm you can be a Christian or not bo,
Girls' Glee club to donate their serv- tie two tackles, who will be unable according to your will power.
To
ices Wednesday, November 4. The or- to play.. The Normalltcs have several
,f you have any wln poweP n,e
chestra will play selections worth
ill and put your trust in Jesus. R3I1- ing their rivals' scalp. A fast game K
bearing. Adv.
ft
affe, .
may be looked forward to.
he gaveg by
doesn,t gave fcy
Bacharach Brothers store is the
individuals. Some of you men think
Nor-Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts of the
possessor of an eagle. The bird was
iyrur wife has enough religion for you
captured early this morning by Dan mal University has been named by'..both, but I tell you she has her hands
Ohio University as one of its ten most
who
Taichert,
got
considerably ,
I'm to get home to glory herself and
. .
.
srartched in the process. Mr. Taich- iamuu grauuaies. uuiu uuiveiouy la
you."
ert says that he will sell his new pet
The Rev. Mr. Crimm jumped upon
to anybody at a low figure.
"'7 is" compiling a ,7; containing VJ' a I and shouted:
and
""sh, I could soond it around the
names of its 1est known alumni. The '
The treasure hunt of the Y. M. C.
.world that there is no salvation in the
has sent for Dr. Roberts' pic-- 1
A will take place a,t the association college
.church. You can join every church in
will be- displayed at the'
which
ture,
Vegas and then go straight down
building tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'- celebration. Oh . o
University is the . .ucu. mc uiuuu u
clock. This will be a contest in which
jiinus aione can
oddest educational institution west of
save you and make you whiter than
all grade echool boys who are not at
mountains.
the Allegheny
Snow. God will give you power to
present members of the institution may
Two
will
be
participate.
sin. jrie win give you pow- memberships
C.
coin-R.
Dillon, of Encino, road
er
to
overcome
given away aB prizes. After the hunt
drink; to overcome
has '
the Y. M. C. A. plunge will be thrown ip.issioner of Torrance county,
to overcme your sins
cursing
power
.
written to County Road Commission-open to all the contestants.
.whatever
Who will come
they may
.
. ..
er Robert J. Taupert that considerable ' HTlrt, TART
tnA nniU0l fT nhMot , rtlrrTi9'
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511 Sixth St. Phone Vegas 114
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YholILlodorn Wmn$i,
knows there is no economy In
inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she knows the best
Is the cheapest That is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack today.

Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

for

Pure

Las Vegas Roller Mills

it wm ue uone a.i uiicw ujiuil uhj

The Charles Ilfeld Company,
the new Las
road.
publishers of "TheHistpry and, Civics ite plan is to put that thoroughfare
of New Mexico," are arranging to pro- Jin the best
possible condition from
duce a second edition of the book. Enclno to the San
Miguel county line.
The volume has had a good sale, the
l"Ihe road is passable over its entire
first edition having already been exlength and has been used by many
hausted. Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, tourists, upon the advice of the road
ifce' editor, announces that the forthcommission.
It cuts the distance 1o
coming edition will be ready for pub- iRoswell by nearly 80 miles. Mr. Iil- lication immediately following election lon stated that
copies of the log. of
and will be brought right up to date. the new
road, which had been sent
jhim, were highly appreciated by the
Tomorrow at the Y. M. C. A. there people of Encino and neighborhood.
will be three games of basketball
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION
among the teams of the junior league.
The public is hereby notified that
Commencing at 9 o'clock In the morn-in- s
the Athletics will play tbe Giants. the firm of Prldensteln & 'McNeece
Mr. L. N. McNeace
This game will be followed by a con- has "dissolved.
test between the Cubs and the White will collect and pay ail bills. Any
Sox.
At I o'clock the Athletics will further business conducted under the
p'ey their game of the day against name of the Variety Shop will be
the Braves. No admission will be done by L. N. McNeace, proprietor.
J. D. FRIDENSTEIN,
charged, the gallery being open to the.

Atlbe Borne Of Tbe Eesl Of Everylfng Eatable

i

Kosher Sausage Fresh
Every Week.

iUMl

CO. STORE

!

SIX PAY,RAC:Ej Aip BOSTON

Bosldn?6cy 30.Weven teams will
begin here tomorrow a
bicycle
race, and three more entries may be
made before the race starts, Bobby
Walthour lost his partner, Egg, who
was called to the European war, and
Cameron was substituted,
George
Lawrence and Magin, Madonna and
RulIRusse, Goulette and Hill, Moran
and McNamara, Mitten and Anderson,
Kopsky and Hanson are the teams
tbat today finished their preliminary
training and are ready for the long
grind.
six-da- y

WE
DEPENDABLE
SERVICE.
NOT PLACE THE RESPONSIBLE DUTIES THAT FALL TO THE
AND
DIRECTOR
FUNERAL
IN THE HANDS OF EMPLOYED HELP, BUT PERSONALLY
IN
ATTEND TO EVERY DETAIL.
THIS WAY ONLY ARE YOU GUARANTEED PERFECT SAFETY AND
SATISFACTION
IS

DO

Si

J. C. Johnserv

(3l Son

FUNER.AL DIR.ECTOR.S

Phone Main 258

625 Douglas Ave.

fmmammmammassmm

i

a week of stove castings. We
are prepared to furnish repairs for any stove, furnace, hot water or
( '
steam boiler made. Prompt service.
We are making two freight shipments

;

:

WINDOW GLASS
We furnish ail sizes of window glass, price
PHONE MAIN 379

,nd

service guaranteed.

lyudwiy Wm, Ilfeld

Everything

in.

Hardware and Furniture,.

Next to Bridge.

FOR SALE Turkeys and ducks for
table use, dressed or alive. Fhone

Purple

5351

.

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.
ALL WGEK CONE AT CUR

need- - p

Sly?

GUARANTEED FOE ITS PEEFEGTNESS

The JLas, Vpgas Automobile
and Machine Shop

j-

TOO BAD!
last shipment.

of our

LEI IIS
Clean
or Dye

your old
Garment
WE CAN PLEASE YOU

."

Non-Ski- n

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

I

STOUE 'REPAIRS

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller

,

L. N. McNEACE.

public.

.1

morning.

Saturday

...

PAGE FURNITURE

THE" GRAAF' &

IS OPEN

HARVEY'S

Carriage out
Leave orders at

1

and a lot of other latest hits have Just
been received by Us.
Come In and try some of them on
our Baldwin Piano.

15he

Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 30. The Fed- -'
erated Trades Council has called upon
the city to employ the thousands of
Idle men and women of Milwaukee.

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

Adv.

John Bain is

a relief measure, but the
that eacn does his work.

and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the
FIRST NMONAL BANK OF LAS

CANDY SALE
For benefit of the

North-

Adv.

day. This is
city will see

Service based on the f acilities

PRFSIDENT COFFEE
west' corner of Plaza.

HELPING THE UNEMPLOYED
Camden, N. J., Oct. SO. A crew of
Camden's idle laborers will be hired
HERNANDEZ GROWING by the city next week, to work on
wharf improvements. The city wharf
pioperty has been bulkheaded, and
FROM ALL OVER THE STATE the idle are being engaged to will in
COME REPORTS OF CANDI-- .
and level the wharf.
DATE"S STRENGTH
Montreal, P. Q.,Oct. 30. Twenty-tbuusanPolitical activities throughout the
men who are out of work
state continue to increase dally as the Mill be taken onto the city's
payroll
time of election approaches. It is plan or six weeks, beginning next Mon
ed that there shall be meetings In every precinct in the county this evening
and tomorrow. The republican candi
dates and speakers are al lat work
A
a
Tonight there will be many meetings
held, at which local speakers in the
piecinct itself will deliver the address.
B. C. Hernandez, candidate for con
gress, who has been in Bernalillo coun
ty for seevral days, is expected to
morrow in Santa Fe, where he will
meet State Chairman Ralph C. Ely,
who has been up the state as far as
Eaton, . addressing large and enthusiastic meetings in all the towns on
his route. There will be no let up.
no rest time, before Tuesday morn

SENTIMENT F08 0. C.

YORK'S GROCERY

NEWS-

way, has resigned.
ceeding him.

lbs of Extra Forney

W CRflOIV

SaturdaY
...

1914.

30,

Mrs. W. A. Crawford, sister of Mrs.
of her
W. F. Castle, who has been main W. J. Fugate, died at the home
918 Fourth street, at 2:30 o'
sinter,
tenance clerk in the office of Superintendent Myers of the Santa Fe rail- clock, this morning.

Special for Tomorrow
euid Monday
25

ToCiuotri

Vegetables
All Kinds

,

i

I

"The Tardy Cannon Ball
Reliance 2 reel Feature.
'!The One Who Cared"
Princess.

value.

Stearns' STORE

Colorado

75

YuM.

"The Legend of Bregenz," a poem
Pinch's Golden Wedding Kye, aged
set to music will be rendered by the
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
,
High School Girls' Glee club, Wednes-dnyof course. Adv.
November 4. Music of unusual you. At the Lobby,

Grapes
Grapes

lb Francfes Pint

15

t

'

Cornishon
Tokay
rA)

1

-.

J-

,

Las Vegas Slcnm Laundry

I

td"'tS
,

We have ordered another car load
of these famous3 little cars to be
shipped immediately.
Plan on getting your machine
EARLY

this time.

r;:3 Jl A.
I

j,

IliS1rJ Jl I ill.Agents for Tim Ford
m
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